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The purpose of the study was to determine how many

school divisions in the Conmonwealth of Virginia had
_

adequate policies which addressed sexual harassment

specifically and to determine why school divisions had

either developed or failed to develop such policies. An

additional purpose was the development of a paradigm to

guide school divisions in the construction of policy

governing sexual harassment.

EBQQEPQBE
All 133 superintendents in Virginia were identified and

119 superintendents participated in the study. Data were

collected using a survey questionnaire and copies of

policies were requested. All survey data were analyzed

using crosstabulation cmnnands on the App—Stat statistical

package. Policies which were returned were analyzed in

comparison to evaluation criteria taken from the Equal



Enplownent Opportunity Connussion (EEOC) Guidelines that

prohibit sexual harassment and frmn the research of sample

policies from the public and private sectors.

§9&l9L!§l9§§
1. Sixty—eight percent of the school divisions in the

Conmonwealth indicated they did not have policies and/or

administrative regulations which specifically prohibit

sexual harassment.

2. Thirty-four of the 81 school divisions in Virginia

which did not have sexual harassment policies indicated they

were aware of the need for such policy. Twenty of the

respondents indicated they had other policies which they

believed adequately addressed sexual harassment, and

fourteen of the respondents indicated they were developing

such policy.

3. Most school divisions that had developed policies

had done so because they were aware of their liability or

_ the possibility of litigation.

4. Most policies were inadequate in that they failed

to conmunicate that mnployers were serious about sexual

harassment or they failed to indicate that employees would

be nmde aware of sexually harassing behaviors through

awareness training. .
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CHAPTER ONE

lnxggéystign

Sexual harassment is a form of sex discrimination

which, as of 1981, has conm to be prohibited by Title VII of

the Civil Rights Act of 1964. It is perceived to be a

pervasive phenomenon in the workplace today and while it may 1

be directed at either gender, there is more harassment of

females by males.1 Dayle Nolan inferred that sexual

harassment has existed since women first entered the work

force.2 However, statistical evidence was not available to
_

support this inference until 1976 when the first nationwide

statistics concerning sexual harassment were reported.3 In

this survey of 9000 women, approximately 90% responded that

sexual harassment was a serious problem and reported some

form of sexual harassment from male bosses or co1leagues.4

Though this sample was self-selected and the results could

not be generalized to the entire population, it did support

the premise that sexual harassment was an important issue

and a considerable problem in the workplace.

In addition, Catherine MacKinnon,5 Lin Farleyö and the

Bureau of National Affairs7 conducted numerous surveys and

studies concerning sexual harassment. These studies

also indicated that sexual harassment is indeed a widespread

and serious social problem which affects men and women of

all ages, races, occupations and socio-economic groups. To

1
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emphasize the extent to which the threat of sexual

harassment had spread, Eric Mondschein and Loel Greene

observed simply that sexual harassment, while once

considered a joke or of little importance, had now been

identified as being "a widespread and significant workplace

problem that needs to be eliminated."8

Speculation on how sexual harassment can be eliminated

or prevented has been the topic of much research. Since the

late 1970s sexual harassment has been recognized as a cause_

of action that violates Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of

1964.9 Therefore, it is indisputable that sexual harassment

is a type of sexual discrimination in terms, conditions, or

privileges of employment prohibited by Title VII. Nolan,

however, attributes the increase in legal claims against

sexual harassment to the fact that feminist activities have

given women the courage not to endure the pain and

degradation of sexual harassment as an unavoidable term of

her employment.1O

The pursuit of legal redress by women has resulted in

legal actions designed to eliminate sexual harassment. Sue

Read, an advocate of sexual harassment prevention, pointed

out that since §ungy_v._Qacksgg11 ". . . a woman may claim ~

illegal sexual discrimination without having to prove that

her boss's sexual harassmentcost her her job or her other

employment benefits."12 She pointed out further that the



·

. theory of respondeat superiorl3 could also apply in private

sector cases. She said, ". . . it has now been established

in the United States that [private] employers . . . can be

held liable for acts cmnnitted by their agents and

supervisory employees, regardless of the fact that it didn't

know about them or had prohibited them, unless they can show

they took ‘inwmdiate and appropriate corrective action'."1Q

The pursuit of legal redress has not been limited to the

private sector. Nolan said, "This emergence has occurred in

education as well, particularly as wonmn in increasing

numbers seek administrative positions."15

[
éxaxsmsutgighsjgeälsm

The question this study attempted to answer was as

follows: Are the school divisions in the Connmnwealth of

Virginia prepared, with adequate policies, to deal with and

eliminate sexual harassment in the workplace?

The elimination or prevention of sexual harassment

becomes more critical where a predominance of women are

anployed. In the field of education where there is a

predominance of female teachers, clerical and support staff,

the potential for sexual harassment problems is magnified.

Yet, few have studied the extent of the problem of sexual

harassment in public education. These conditions intensify

the need for this study. For although most studies have

largely been confined to the private sector, the potential
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for allegations of sexual harassment lomms large and

anployers in school divisions are not innmne from becoming

victims.

An individual is offered protection against sexual

harassment by the following bodies of law: (1) The Equal

Protection Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment; (2) The Civil

Rights Act of 1871, Title Q2 U.S.C. Section 1983; (3)Title

VII of the Civil Rights Act of 196Q; and (Q) Title IX of the

Education Amendments of 1972.16 Also included are the

EEOC‘s 1980 Guidelines on Discrimination Because of Sex.l7

Although the EEOC has no formal rule—n¤king authority and

its guidelines do not independently have the force and

effect of law, they constitute a body of experience and

informed judgement on which courts rely. The guidelines

(Appendix C) are significant because they specifically

recognize sexual harassment as a cause of action.

Relevant literature indicates that what may constitute

sexual harassment is, to a certain extent, in the eyes of

the beholder. Susan Qhilian put it this way: "There is a

definite line between flirtation and harassment, and that

line is crossed when the victim perceives it to have been

crossed".18 Barbara Gutek agreed and advised setting limits

to what constitutes sexual harassment. She said "Defining

sexual harassment means setting boundaries on the term,
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differentiating sexual harassment from expressions of sexual

interest. Not all expressions of sexuality in the workplace

could possibly be called sexual harassment."19

The EEOC recognized that the line is not the sanm for

all when they included in the Guidelines the following:

In determining whether alleged conduct constitutes
sexual harassment, the Connussion will look at the
record as a whole and at the totality of the
circumstances, such as the nature of the sexual
advances and the context in which the alleged incidents
occurred. The determination of the legality of a
particular action will be made frmn the facts, on a —

case by case basis.2O

The EEOC Guidelines also recognize that the best way

to achieve an appropriate environment is to prevent the

' ochunence of sexual harassment by alerting the employee to

the problem and stressing that sexual harassment in any form

will not be tolerated. They state the following:

Prevention is the best tool for the elimination of

sexual harassment. An anployer should take all steps
necessary to prevent sexual harassment frmh occurring,
such as affirmatively raising the subject, expressing
strong disapproval, developing appropriate sanctions,
informing employees of their right to raise and how

to raise the issue of harassment under Title VII, and
developing nmthods to sensitize all concerned.21

Thus, employers are encouraged by EEOC to take all steps

necessary for the prevention of sexual harassment.

Others offer the same advice. Omilian, a proponent of —

sexual harassment prevention, pointed out that "court

decisions that clear employers of liability cast management
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as Lgäpgnsiyg to complaints, sgnsitiyg to the plight of the

victims and actiyg in ridding the workplace of illegal

sexual harassment."22 Other proponents of the prevention of

sexual harassment in the workplace are of the same voice.

They indicated that promoting awareness through the

development of sexual harassment policy is one of the best

I

means an amployer has of preventing sexual harassment in the

workplace. Betty Licata and Paula Popovich observed that

"grievance and disciplinary procedures and

organizationalpoliciesprohibiting sexual harassment are important

mechanisms."23 Susan Strauss reported that "the importance

of having such a policy cannot be stressed enough."2“

Omilian polled mnployers following sexual harassment

awareness training and they (the employers) reconnended

publicizing and enforcing sexual harassment policy.25 David

Nagle said "any manager . . . should take steps to minimize

the likelihood of a sexual harassment charge. Prevention is

neither extreme nor difficult it merely involves recognition

of a potential problem and adoption of a company policy".26

Others encourage not only the development of a policy

as a means of prevention but, just as importantly, the

dissemination of that policy. Arthur Marinelli wrote that

the language of the supreme court decision in Meiitgr

ÄEXÄDSE-§§EE;QE§§-!-YlEä9E27 etteeeed the tmpettehee ef e

"well drafted sexual nondiscrimination policy that is widely

disseminated and has a formal grievance procedure that is
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acted upon promptly by the anployer when grievances are

filed."28 Mondschein and Green suggested that school

districts need policies and procedures to handle complaints

of sexual harassment by employees. They point out that

school districts way easily mnend their existing

nondiscrimination policies required under Title IX to

include provisions for sexual harassment. They further

suggested that those school districts which do not have

policy "risk allegations that they are insensitive to the _

issue and may wake them vulnerable to allegations condoning

sexual harassment."29

Perhaps Elsa Cole stated it most forcibly when she said

the following concerning anployers of educational

institutions:

Supervisors . . . way be aware of the ware obvious
forms of prohibited quid_pro_quo harassment. After
Meritgr, however, they probably need to be educated
about the ware subtle forms of sexual harassment which
create an offensive environment . . .. Educational
anployers should therefore create and widely promulgate
anong their employees . . . policies and procedures
specifically directed towards elimination of sexual
harassment....to protect mnployees . . . and to
limit educational3önstitutions‘ liability in sexual
harassment cases.

E9;292s-9£-1hs.§12éx
The purpose of the study was to determine if school

divisions in the Cowmonwealth of Virginia are prepared to

effectively and efficiently deal with and eliminate sexual

harassment. In order to determine the preparedness of
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_ Virginia School Divisions this study was designed to

determine whether or not school divisions had adequate

sexual harassment policy. In addition, this study was

designed to develop a paradigm or evaluative criteria which

school divisions could use to either develop policy or

assess the adequacy of existing policy. A second purpose was

to determine why school divisions that did not have a policy

had failed to develop such a policy.

There were only three cases involving sexual harassment

litigated in Virginia courts under Title VII in 1987. They

¤¤d§avy.33
While literature reveals much sexual harassment

litigation in the private sector, and in higher education

institutions, in the Connmnwealth of Virginia, a search of

stateMcase;law·did not reveal that public school divisions

have been confronted with sexual harassment issues.

However, it must be noted that with increased

litigation surrounding sexual harassment, and with increased

interest in employer liability issues, to wait for charges

of gender discrimination based on sexual harassment is to

ignore a societal concern that is becoming nmre pervasive

every day. Also, with the establishment of sexual

harassment under Mgritgr3# and the Supreme Court's
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recognition of the hostile environment claim, sexual

harassment is a very likely source of Title VII litigation

in the future. All employers including school divisions

should be cognizant of ways to limit sexual harassment claims.

Public educational institutions would do well to examine

their policies and practices and assess to what extent

sexual harassment policy connmnicates to employees that

sexual harassment is a prohibited behavior and will not be -

tolerated. _

In sunmary, although most research has been confined to

the private sector, the potential for allegations of sexual

harassment is innmnse and employers and employees in school

divisions are not innmne frmm becoming victims. Given these

facts, the conditions that support the need for this study

are as follows: (1) Few have assessed the adequacy of

existing school board policy concerning sexual harassment;

(2) The employees in public education are predominantly

females and therefore the potential for allegations of

sexual harassment is greater; (3) Hhployers in school

divisions are not innmne from becoming victims of sexual

harassment claims; (4) There is a need to bring to the

‘ attention of educators the laws concerning sexual harassment

so that the laws can be obeyed; and (5) Por educators who

are role models for the cmnnunities they serve, there is an

inherent obligation to prevent and eliminate sexual

harassment.
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Qeiinifippä

The following definitions were used to clarify the

neanings of specific terms as they were used in this study:

<>he et the twe types ef
sexual harassment recognized by federal courts. The

tenn'güg£Ljg£L£&gQ is itself defined as "What for
what; something for something. Used in ägw for the
giving one valuable thing for another." This type of
sexual harasssment is one in which a supervisor demands

sexual consideration in exchange for tangible job
benefits such as hiring, promotion, pay and evaluation.

ef the twe types-
of sexual harassment recognized by federal courts.

This type is one in which the acts of verbal abuse,
physical touching, sexual demands or other conduct of a

sexual nature are so pervasive and persistent as to

have_the_effect of interfering with an individual's A
work performance and so creates an offensive, hostile,

and intimidating working environment.

Respondeat_Superior: The term "respondeat supe5§or" is
literally defined "Let the naster answer." This

naxim neans that a naster is liable in cerain cases

for the wrongful acts ogghis servant, and a principal

for those of his agent. For the purpose of this

study, the theory of "respondeat superior" refers to

the determination that an employer is liable for the

acts oäosupervisory employees in offensive environment
cases.

Limitetipns
This was a descriptive study which was limited to

employer-employee relationships in the 133 school divisions

in the State of Virginia. Research of case law considered _

only cases that had been litigated by September l, 1988.

The study was also limited to sex discrimination in the form

of sexual harassment and not sex discrimination in the form

_ of job equity, age, pay, etc. It was further limited to how
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policies compared to evaluative criteria with a 90%

compliance rate for the assignment of a good rating. Due to

evolving case law involving sexual harassment, there is some

discrepancy among the judiciary concerning whether private

sector law applies to the public sector. Finally, the

findings can be generalized only to the population from

which they were drawn.

Qsseniäätisn-9£-1hs-§19Qx
The main body of this study is organized into five

-

chapters. Chapter l presents a statement of the problem,

the background of the study, the purpose of the study, the

significance of the study and its limitations.

Chapter 2 presents a review of the literature frmn a

historical aspect of the laws that prohibit sexual

discrimination and case law as it pertains to sexual

harassment.

Chapter 3 describes the nmthodology including the type

of research, the population, the data gathering instruments,

data gathering procedures, and methods of analysis and

presentation of data.

Chapter 4 presents an analysis and presentation of data

plus a sunwmry of the findings.

Chapter 5 sunnmrizes the study and offers conclusions,

implications for practice, and reconnmndations for further

research.
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CHAPTER TWO

REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE

1n1;2Q9s;12¤’

Litigation involving sexual harassment of employees

has been initiated through the application of the Equal

Protection Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment and the Civil

Rights Act of 1871, Title 42 U.S.C. Section 1983. More

recently cases have been filed under Title VII of the Civil

Rights Act of 1964 and Title IX of the Education Amendments

of 1972.1 Courts have also relied on the EEOC guidelines in

defining sexual harassment at the workplace. The guidelines

are significant for two reasons: (1) because they are

recognized by the U.S. Supreme Court and (2) because they ‘

specifically recognize sexual harassment as a cause of
[

action. Many cases have been filed by the EEOC on behalf

of clients who alleged sexual harassment.2

The Fourteenth Amendnent to the Constitution says: "Nor

shall any state deprive any person of life, liberty or

property without due process of law; nor deny to any person

within its jurisdiction the equal protection of the laws."3

In addressing claims under the equal protection clause, in

¤f

Michigan found that the denial of equal protection by

allowing sexual harassment to occu:. gfld violate rights
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protected by the equal protection clause of the Fourteenth

Amendment because harassment was "the sort of invidious

gender discrimination that the equal protection clause

ldrbade·"5 In lhe Federal

District Court also used the equal protection clause to

support a claim of sexual harassment. The court held that

under the equal protection clause the employee only had to

establish intentional discrimination, that is, that it was

an accepted practice, and not that the harassment altered e

the conditions of emplomnent which is a requirement under

Title VII.7

§lxil-Blsb12-és1-9£-l§Zl
An individual's rights way also be protected through

application of the Civil Rights Act of 1871, Title #2 U.S.C.

Section 1983. The law states:

Every person who, under color of any statute,
ordinance, regulation, custom, or usage, of any State
or Territory, subjects, or causes to be subjected, any
citizen of the United States or other person within the

jurisdiction thereof to the deprivation of any rights,
privileges or iwwmnities secured by the Constitution
and laws, shall be liable to the party injured in an

action at law, suit in gquity, or other proper
proceeding for redress.

Under this law, (herein referred to as #2 U.S.C. Section
_

1983) the abridgement of an individual's constitutional

rights can result in federal courts assessing injunctive or

wnnetary relief against entities such as the school board or
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its individual nembers, public officials, municipalities and

any other local governmental units, or any individual

responsible for "deprivation of any rights . . . secured by

the Constitution and laws" . . ..9

The establishment of this protection is supported by

the case of Wggg_y;_§tricglang (l975)1O in which the U.S.

Supreme Court established the potential liability of school

board members as individuals for danmges under Section 1983

of the Civil Rights Act of 1871. While this case - ·

specifically addressed another constitutional right, that of

due process, it left open to the discretion of the district

courts, the interpretation of the Act in regard to the

abridgement of other constitutional rights. Frmn 1961 to

1978, school board members, under the hnnunity of school

districts, were protected frmn suits seeking relief under

Section #2 U.S.C. Section 1983 as a result of the case of

Mgnrge_y;_§apg
(1961)11 in which the U.S. Supreme Court held

that Congress, in its passing of #2 U.S.C. Section 1983, did

not intend the word "person" to include municipalities.

Hewever, after the eaee ef Meee11-x;-Ihe-Qeee;eeee1-e£
Meeeee

was reversed by the U.S. Supreme Court to include

l

municipalities mnong those "persons" to whmn #2 U.S.C

Section 1983 applied if the municipality adopted a policy

or custom that was unconstitutional. The Supreme Court in

Mgnell made it clear that municipalities cannot be
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held liable under #2 U.S.C. Section 1983 sglgly on a

respondeat superior theory (Emphasis Added). However, any

public employee way file a claim against an institution or

wmnicipality under #2 U.S.C. Section 1983, alleging a

violation of the equal protection clause of the Fourteenth

Amendment13 prgyigeg the "public employer acts so as to

discriminate intentionally against one person because of the

person's wambership in a discrete class."la(Emphasis Added)

The alleged injury must result from a policy statement, -

ordinance, regulation or custom of the municipality, school

board, or other political subdivision or by seme other

official act by the employer which is discriminatory.l5

I1112-!1i
Protection against sexual harassment is wast often

sought by invoking Title VII of the l96# Civil Rights Act,

as emended, which provides, in part, the following:

It shall be an unlawful employment practice for an

employer (1) to fail or refuse to hire or to discharge

any individual, or otherwise to discriminate against

any individual with respect to his compensation, terms,
conditions, or privileges of employment, because of
such individual's race, color, religion, sex, or
national origin; or (2) to limit, segregate, or
classify his employees or applicants for employment in
any way which would deprive or tend to deprive any
individual of employment opportunities or otherwise
adversely affect his status as an employee, because of

such individual°i6race, color, religion, sex, or
national origin.

McCarthy explains how courts initially concluded that claims

of sexual harassment were "beyond the purview of this civil
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rights law"17 until the mid-1970s when courts began

interpreting Title VII as "providing a remedy for sexual

harassment that has adverse anployment consequences"18 in

the form of demotion, termination, or the denial of

benefits. This in known as guig_pro_gug sexual

harassment.19 In addition, in the cases of §a£nes_vL

ILEÄEZO and
circuit courts began to recognize gulg_prg_gug sexual

harassment as being actionable under Title VII. -

In the latter 1970s and early l980s courts did not

agree whether Title VII gave relief for sexual harassment

that created a hostile working environment if economic

losses were not an issue. However, the three circuit courts

in and Eälä

!;_Qole2# found that Title VII was, indeed, intended to

offer a remedy for such hostile environment claims even if

they did not involve tangible job losses. Specifically the

D.C. Circuit Court, in Hgnsgg,25 established the five

criteria for a Title VII claim against an anployer for a

hostile work environment. Elsa Cole sunmarized the criteria

as follows:

First, the anployee must belong to a group which Title .

VII protects. This only neans, in a sexual harassment

case, that the anployee must be either wale or female.

Second, the mnployee must have experienced sexual

harassment. The anployee nmst have experienced sexual

advances, requests for sexual favors, or other verbal

or physical sexual conduct which the employee did not

solicit or incite and found undesirable or offensive.

. Third, the harassment must have been based on sex; in
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other words, the employee would not have been harassed
except for his or her sex.... Fourth, the harassment
must have affected a "term, condition, or privilege" of
employment. The harassment must have been so pervasive
that it altered the conditions of employment and
created an abusive environment.

Qegsgn established respondeat superior as the
fifth criterion. The employee ggst_show that the

et the Sexuellv
hostile environment bggore a court can hold the
employer responsible. (Emphasis added.)

Thus, @ensgn27 distinguished between employer liability in a

case of "guig_prg_gug" sexual harassment and employer

liability in a "hostile environment" sexual harassment case,

According to the court that heard @ensgg,28 strict liability

would apply, in a guid_prg_ggg case, to the supervisor and

the employer for sex discrimination because the employer

should be be liable for the acts of his agent, the

supervisor, because at connmn law a naster is liable for the

tortious acts of his servant if the agency relationship aids

the servant in accomplishing the tort.29

The United States Supreme Court issued its first

decision regarding sexual harassment in Mg£itgr_Saviggs

§an5,_ES§_y;_Vinsgn.3O The Court held that Title VII

provides a remedy for offensive environment sexual

harassment but it left "semewhat undecided" the liability of

employers indicating that courts must scrutinize the

employers delegation of authority in harassment cases before

holding an employer liabIe.31 In addressing the issue of an

employer's liability, Justice Rehnquist wrote that before an

employer could be held strictly liable in every case of
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sexual harassment, it must be established that an

anployee-supervisor exercises authority which is actuälly

delegated by the employer to nmke or threaten to make

employment decisions affecting subordinates.32 (Emphasis

added.) Thus, while sexual harassment is actionable under

Title VII, employer liability is determined on a case by

case basis with regard to how authority has been delegated

by the employer.

Remedies for sexual harassment violations of Title VII-

include remedies such as injunctive relief, attorney‘s fees,

back pay, actual damages and reinstatement.33 However,

plaintiffs in a Title VII sexual harassment case cannot

recover damages for mental anguish and mnotional distress.

Therefore, remedies are sometimes sought not only under

Title VII but as a tort action under state laws providing

nmnetary damages for intentional infliction of emotional

distress.3u Tort renmdies can complement or even be an

alternative to a Title VII sexual harassment action, but

they are not identical. In a tort action the plaintiff can

possibly recover compensatory damages and/or punitive

damages which in some cases has been more appropriate than

the relief granted by Title VII.35 It is, however, the
”

availability of the two types of actions that give the

victims of sexual harassment a greater range of alternatives

when considering a suit.
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g Title VII is probably the nmre advantageous route to

use when filing a claim alleging sexual harassment according

to Christopher Barton who pointed out that the difficulty in

winning a suit claiming intentional infliction of emotional

distress lies in the courts having to decide issues about

the validity and sufficiency of injury and the amount of

outrageousness necessary for a successful claim.36 This

view is supported in the case of Wgjgck_y;_§lg;igge37 where

the Supreme Court of Virginia, citing Samms_v;_§gcles,38 _

adopted the following view:

. . . a cause of action will lie for anotional
distress, unaccompanied by physical injury, provided

four elements are shown: One, the wrongdoer‘s conduct
was intentional or reckless. This element is satisfied
where the wrongdoer had the specific purpose of
inflicting anotional distress . . . and knew or should
have known that anotional distress would likely result.

Two, the conduct was outrageous and intolerable in that

it offends against the generally accepted standards of

decency and morality. This requirement is aimed at

limiting frivolous suits and avoiding litigation in
situations where only bad manners and mere hurt
feelings are involved. Three, there was a causal
connection between the wrongdoer‘s conduct and the

anotional distress. Four, the anotional distress was

severe.
'It is for the court to determine, in the first

instance, whether the defendant's conduct may
reasonably be regarded as so extrenw and outrageous as

to permit recovery, or whether it is necessarily so.

Where reasonable nen differ, it is for the jury,
subject to the control of the court, to determine
whether, in the particular case, the conduct has been
sufficientlygextreme and outrageous to result in
liability.'
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Barton also implied that the concept of respondeat

superior does not generally apply in tort cases.4O A Title

VII claim, therefore, has two advantages over the tort.

First, it specifically recognizes sexual harassment as a

cause of action and second, it gives a broader definition of

anployer to include agents of the mnployer in cases where

this concept might apply.#1

§E9§.§2iéslins2 —

The Equal Enplownent Opportunity Connüssion (EEOC) is

the enforcement agency for Title VII and issued the final

guidelines in l980 which define sexual harasssment in the

workplace as a violation of Title VII. The Guidelines on

Discrimination Because of Sex provide, in part, the

following:

(a) Harassment on the basis of sex is a violation of

Sec. 703 of Title VII. Unwelcome sexual advances,
requests for sexual favors, and other verbal or

physical conduct of a sexual nature constitute sexual
harassment when (l) submission to such conduct is made

either explicitly or implicitly a term or condition of

an individual's mnployment, (2) submission to or

rejection of such conduct by an individual is used as

the basis for employment decisions affecting such
individual, or (3) such conduct has the purpose or

effect of unreasonably interfering with an individual's

work performance or creating an ipäimidating, hostile,

or offensive working environment.

Mondschein and Green suggest that the guidelines do not

clearly specify a difference between offensive and
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inoffensive behaviors but say that the acquiescence to

sexual advances and requests for sexual favors, contrary to

Sections (1) and (2), constitutes sexual harassment when it

is nade a term or condition or anplomnent, that is, they are

so frequent or abusive that they become part of the working

conditions of the employer.u3 Further, under Section (3),

even sexual advances not directly linked to compensation,

training, promotion, termination or other terms of

anployment may be considered unlawful if they interfere with

the person‘s work performance or create a hostile working

environment in which a person‘s work performance would

likely be adversely affected.“#

ln delineating an 6nployer's responsibilities in cases

of sexual harassment the EEOC guidelines stipulate that an

anployer is held responsible ". . . for its acts and those

of its agents and supervisory employees with respect to

sexual harassment regardless of whether the specific acts

complained of were authorized or even forbidden by the

anployer and regardless of whether the anployer knew or

should have known of their occurence."“5 Also, an employer

is held responsible for acts of sexual harassment between

fellow employees where the employer ". . . knows or should _

have known of the conduct, unless it can show that it took

innmdiate and appropriate corrective action."46 Moreover,

an anployer nay also be responsible for sexual harassment of
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its workers by non-employees in the workplace where the

anployer ". . . knows or should have known of the conduct

and fails to take iwwadiate and appropriate corrective

action."#7 Finally, in a seeming effort to cover all

contingencies in which an employer way be found liable, the

EEOC stipulated that "Where employment opportunities or

benefits are granted because of an individual's submission

to the anployer's sexual advances or requests for sexual

favors, the employer way be held liable for unlawful sex _

discrimination against other persons who were qualified for

but denied that employment opportunitiy or benefit."u8

In writing the opinion for the Supreme Court in Meritor

!;_Vinsgn,49 Justice Rehnquist referred to the EEOC

Guidelines when he said "these guidelines, while not

controlling upon the courts by reason of their authority, do

constitute a body of experience and informed judgement to

which courts and litigants way properly resort for

guidance."5O He stated further "Since the guidelines were

issued, courts have uniformly held, and we agree, that a

plaintiff way establish a violation of Title VII by proving

that discrimination based on sex has created a hostile or

abusive work environment."51

y I11l.<2-iL<
In addition to the Title VII provisions, employees of

educational institutions may also have redress for alleged
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sexual harassment under Title IX of the Education Amendments

of 1972 which specifies the following:

No person in the United States shall, on the basis of
sex, be excluded from participation in, be denied the
benefits of, or be subjected to discrimination under
any education Qeegeem_ee_eell!ily receiving Federal
financial assistance . . ..52 TEmphasis Added).

The U.S. Supreme Court in Qee!e_Clly_Xl_gell53 ruled that

only specific programs or activities that directly received

federal aid are required to comply with Title IX. In

reaction to the Qeeye_Clly5u case, the United States I

Congress passed The Civil Rights Restoration Act of 198755

which specifies if any program within the educational

institution receives federal aid, then the entire insti-

tution nmst be in compliance with Title IX.56

The question of whether Title IX applies to employees

of educational institutions was addressed by Alexander and

Alexander who wrote the following:

Since Title IX is patterned after Title VI, and covers
students in educational institutions, some courts have
ruled that Title IX did not cover employees. But the
$¤¤r@m¤ C¤¤¤»
i¤gell,stated, 'while section 901Ta) does not expressly
include or exclude anployees within its scope, its
broad directive that ge_ge;eeg may be discriminated
against on the basis of gender includes employees as
well as students.'57

It is clear that Title IX applies to mnplomnent throughout
’

public elementary and secondary education and although it

does not specifically mention sexual harassnmnt in its

regulation, courts at every level have interpreted the
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_ application of Title IX in the sane manner in which they

have applied Title VII to sexual harassment.58

äumäix
Sexual harassment is a complex issue that involves much

more than the "sleep with me or lose your job" syndrome. A

review of case law illustrates that the U.S. Supreme Court

recognizes sexual harassment as a form of sex discrimination

in violation of Title VII and Title IX. The decisions

handed down by courts at every level indicate a willingness_

to redress complaints of sexual harassment in employment and

in education. Although the government and judicial

involvement in prohibiting sexual harassment is a tremendous

impetus to aid the victim of sexual harassment, neither the

government nor the courts can force a morality. In the

final analysis, they can only support individual initiative.

The potential for allegations of sexual harassment is

present wherever men and wonen work together. When

anployers do not develop adequate policy standards that

prepare than to deal with and eliminate sexual harassment of

employees, the potential is increased.
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CHAPTER THREE

METHODOLOGY

infxeéysfian

The purpose of this study was to determine if school

divisions in the Conmonwealth of Virginia are prepared to

effectively and efficiently deal with and eliminate sexual

harassment. In order to determine the preparedness of

Virginia School Divisions, this study was designed to

determine whether or not school divisions had adequate -

sexual harassment policy. In addition, this study was

designed to develop a paradign or evaluative criteria which

school divisions could use to either develop policy or

assess the adequacy of existing policy. A second purpose

was to determine why school divisions that did not have a

policy had failed to develop such a policy.

The design of this study consisted of three phases.

The first phase involved the research and analysis of case

law related to sexual harassment frmn a historical,

procedural, and substantive perspective. The second phase

involved the analysis of school division sexual harassment

policies to determine if the policy was adequate. The third

phase involved a survey to determine why policy was or was

not developed. _

3h
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Ihe.E2221ä1i2n
The population involved in this descriptive study were

the superintendents from the 133 school divisions in the

Conmonwealth of Virginia. An ahended listing of

Supetihtehdehte teuhd in the YiLSiEiä-EQ!Sä£i9Häi-PiLS££9LX

lgäß was used to identify the population to be surveyed.

lhäxxaqentetlen
In order to assess the adequacy of policy from each

school division, an instrument was designed using the EEOC
_

Guidelines and the research of sample policies provided by

Onilian.1 The policies researched were frmn a wide range of

public and private sector mnployers and in order to

determine what criteria were included, each was listed in a

table and compared to determine which items were connmn to

all policies. A copy of the policies used can be found in

Appendix C.

The instrument was also partially developed frmn

section (f) of the EEOC Guidelines which states:

Prevention is the best tool for the elimination of
sexual harassment. An ahployer should take all steps
necessary to prevent sexual harassment from occurring,
such as affirmatively raising the subject, expressing
strong disapproval, developing appropriate sanctions,
informing employees of their right to raise and how to ·
raise the issue of harassment under Title VIl,2and
developing methods to sensitize all concerned.

Twelve categories of items were gleaned from the

policies which were researched and from the EEOC guidelines.
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These twelve categories were used to develop the evaluative

criteria for the determination of an all-inclusive policy.

They way be used at some later time to develop an instrument

which could possibly be used by drafters of sexual

harassment policy or by those wishing to assess the adequacy

of present policy. It was from these criteria that the

following checklist of questions was derived:

l. Does the sexual harassment policy address the
philosophy of the school division? (e.g., "The
district is committed to providing an environment free-
of verbal, physical, and psychological harassment.)

lf the policy contained any statement pertaining to the

district's cowmittment relative to sexual harassment as a

form of sex discrimination, this item was checked as being

present in the policy.

2. Does the sexual harassment policy state a purpose?
(e.g., "To ensure a workplace free of sexual harassment
. . .")

lf the policy contained any reference in regard to

maintaining a work environnment free of sexual

discrimination in general or sexual harassment in

particular, this item was checked as being present in the

policy.

3. Does the policy include a definition of sexual
harassment? (e.g., "Sexual harassment is any repeated

or unwanted verbal or physical sexual advances . . .")
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lf the policy included a general definition of sexual

harassment as defined by EEOC, this item was checked as

being present in the policy.

4. Does the policy include exmnples of the different types
of sexual harassment behaviors? (e.g., "Repeated
unwelcmned advances include . . . ")

lf the policy included specific examples of sexual

harassment such as making sexual cmnnents, displaying

sexually suggestive pictures or objects in the workplace,

this item was checked as being present in the policy.
Q

5. Does the policy include provisions for filing a
grievance specifically for sexual harassment or other
types of discrimination? (e.g., "Any person who
believes that they are being subject to sexual
harassment should: (I) report . . .")

If the policy included the school district's procedures for

filing grievances or any reference to where grievance

procedures could be found, this item was checked as being

present in the policy.

6. Does the policy state that there will be disciplinary

action against the offender? (e.g., "Any personnel

found to have engaged in sexual harassment will be
severly dealt with . . .")

If the policy stated that offenders would be disciplined for

acts of sexual harassment or other forms of sex
”

discrimination, this item was checked as being present in

the policy.
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. 7. Does the policy include possible sanctions for
offenders? (e.g., "Offenders will be subject to the
following disciplinary actions . . .")

If the policy included references to possible outcomes

resulting from a breech of the policy, this item was checked

as being present in the policy.

8. Does the policy state that management takes sexual
harassment seriously? (e.g., "This school division
prohibits any form of sexual harassment and view such
actions in the most serious nmnner.")

If the policy specifically nontioned that any form of sexual

discrimination (and in particular sexual harassment) was

prohibited, this item was checked as being present in the

policy.

9. Does the policy state that its aim is the prmnotion of
good employee relations? (e.g., "This policy
reinforces our cowmittment to develop an atmosphere
that fosters good relations between . . . ")

If the policy stated that it encourages the fostering of

good relations between anployees, this item was checked as

being present in the policy.

10. Does the policy nontion that sexual harassment is a
source of possible liability? (e.g., "Legally,
employers and anployees are liable for acts of . . .")

If the policy stated or inferred that this offense was

unlawful, this item was checked as being present in the

policy.

ll. Does the policy state how mnployees will be made aware
of the policy? (e.g., "This division, annually,
conducts sexual harassment awareness training programs
during . . . ")
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If the policy in any way stated how employees would be made

aware of or sensitized to the policy, this item was checked

as being present in the policy.

12. Does the policy state that it is made available to all
mnployees? (e.g., "A copy of this policy will be made
available to all employees . . . ")

If the policy stated that it was, by any nmans, made

available to all employees, this item was checked as being

present in the policy. -

Policies meeting at least 90 percent (at least 11 out

of 12) of the criteria frmn the checklist were assigned a

rating of good. If they net from 50 to 89 percent (from 6

to 10) of the criteria, they were assigned a rating of fair.

If they net less than 50 percent (5 or fewer) of the

criteria from the checklist they were assigned a rating of

poor.

In order to collect data concerning reasons why policy

was or was not developed, a self-administered questionnaire

was developed which was designed to yield information

concerning the following:

1. Why policy was developed;

2. Why policy was not‘developed; and

3. As a point of interest, the data were analyzed in

reference to demographic information.

The one—page questionnaire was composed of eight

questions. For seven of the questions the respondents had
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only to check a response. The first question asked if the

school division had a policy. If the response was "no" the

respondent was directed to an open-ended question designed

to elicit reasons why they had no policy. If the response

was "yes" the respondent was directed to the questions

designed to elicit responses related to why they developed a

policy. Length of time a policy was in place·was determined

frmm the dates of the policies. System size was determined

by assigning school divisions small (less than 3,000), -

nßdium (3,000 to 10,000), or large (more than 10,000) status

based on the number of students listed in the publication

§acing_Qp_1Q§§. A copy of the questionnaire may be found in

Appendix A.

Qä1ä-§ellss1i92
The survey instruments were nmiled with a

self-addressed, stamped envelope and a cover letter

explaining the purpose and importance of the study.

Respondents were assured that neither their nanm nor the

name of their system would be used.

As suggested by Dillman,3 a second mailing was prepared

and mailed to collect information from nonrespondents to the .

first mailing. Following that, any nonrespondents would be

contacted and asked to check a response that best

represented their reasons for not responding to the request.
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However, with a response rate of 89.#7% this step was

unnecessary.

To ascertain how division policies compared with the

evaluative criteria the following procedure was used:

1. The Guidelines of the EEOC and sample policies were

analyzed and the criteria were categorized and formulated

into an instrument which was used as a checklist for

evaluating the policies frmn each school division to

determine adequacy of the policy. i

2. Sexual harassment policies and/or administrative

regulations pertaining to those policies were obtained from

school divisions indicating they had such a policy.

3. Each policy was analyzed and rated by three

reviewers who were familiar with the evaluative criteria by

which each policy was to be nmasured. To establish

consistency between reviewers ten policies were randomly

chosen and assigned a number. All ten were analyzed by the

three reviewers. Each reviewer worked independently of the

others after training. They ascertained which of the

criteria were net by the individual policies. They were

instructed to count, only once, each category item. lf the

policy items in the checklist were counted similarly by two _

of the three reviewers they would be demned to be present in

the policy.

There was 100% agreement between reviewers on the

_ presence or absence of the policy items concerning purpose,
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definitions, examples, grievance, disciplinary action,

sanctions, seriousness, employee relations, liability,

awareness and availability. For the item concerning

philosophy on two of the policies one reviewer counted

philosophy as being present in both of the policies, two

reviewers counted philosophy as not being present in either

of the policies. Both felt that if the philosophy did not

specifically nmntion sexual harassment, or sex

discrimination that it should not be counted. The policies—

in question stated that the school divisions prohibited "any

form of discrimination" but did not mention sex

discrimination or sexual harassment specifically. Before

proceeding, the reviewers established that "philos0phy"

would include a mission statement or any statement of goals

or aims of the organization against discrimination whether

or not the philosophy specifically nßntioned sexual

harassment, _
Following the establishment of consistency between

reviewers, each analyzed all 33 policies following the

established guidelines. A sample of the instruments used by

the reviewers nmy be found in Appendix C.

Qäxejnälxsiä
Data were coded on prepared data coding sheets and

analyzed with an APP—STAT statistical package on the Apple
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Ile computer using the crosstabulation comnand for obtaining

frequency distribution. This conmand provided frequencies

and percentages for each item.
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Reports, 1986Ü, pp. 71-79.

2
§§QQ_Quigglines 29 C.F.R. section l60#.l1 (f).

3 ¤¤¤ ^·DillmamYork:John Wiley and Sons, 19787, p. 86.
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The purpose of this chapter was to present an analysis

of the data which were collected in the study to determine

if school divisions in the Connmnwealth of Virginia had

adequate sexual harassment policy and why divisions that did

not have policy had failed to develop such a policy. The

data were collected through the use of a survey

questionnaire. Respondents were requested to complete the

questionnaire and to return a copy of their present policy -

and/or administrative regulations which addressed sexual

harassment. The initial nailing was sent to the entire

sample. This mailing consisted of the survey instrument, a

cover letter and a self—adressed, stmnped envelope. As

second mailing followed which asked those who had not

responded to please do so.

The population involved in the descriptive study were

the 133 superintendents in the Cowmonwealth of Virginia,

therefore the results of this study cannot be inferred to

other populations. Out of the 133 questionnaires mailed,

119 responded representing an 89.#7 percent response rate.

Of the 38 superintendents who responded positively to having

a policy, 33 returned copies of policies and/or

administrative regulations 25 of which specifically regarded

sexual harassment and 8 which were regulations regarding sex

#5
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discrimination in general. When an 89.#% return rate had

been received, data were entered in the App-Stat Statistical

package and crosstabulated. This connmnd provided

frequencies and percentages to enable the researcher to

determine the percent of responses for each item.

Open—ended responses were categorized and reported.

Further, policies and/or administrative regulations received

were analyzed to determine how they conformed to the twelve-

categories of items which were gleaned from other policies

researched and from the EEOC guidelines and incorporated

into a set of evaluative criteria by which to judge the

adequacy of policy.

Using this criteria, policies were analyzed by three

reviewers who were trained using ten randomly chosen

policies to establish consistency. Each reviewer worked

independently of the others and they were instructed to

attempt to locate each category item in each policy. If the

evaluative criteria item was located by at least two

reviewers, that particular criteria was considered to be

present in the policy. The following guidelines were used

to determine if the policies reflected items incorporated in ·

the evaluative criteria:

1. If the policy contained any statement pertaining to

the district's cmnnittment relative to sexual harassment as
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a form of sex discrimination, item one was checked as being

present in the policy.
I

2. If the policy contained any reference in regard to

waintaining a work environnment free of sexual

discrimination in general or sexual harassment in

particular, item two was checked as being present in the

policy.

3. If the policy included a general definition of

sexual harassment as defined by EEOC, item three was checked

as being present in the policy.

4. If the policy included specific exanples of sexual

harassment such as naking sexual connmnts, displaying

sexually suggestive pictures or objects in the workplace,

etc., item four was checked as being present in the policy.

5. If the policy included the school district's

procedures for filing grievances or any reference to where

grievance procedures could be found, item five was checked

as being present in the policy.

6. If the policy stated that offenders would be

disciplined for acts of sexual harassment or other forms of

sex discrimination, item six was checked as being present in

the policy.
Q

7. If the policy included references to possible

outcomes resulting frmn a breech of the policy, item seven

was checked as being present in the policy.
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8. If the policy specifically mentioned that any form

of sexual discrimination (and in particular sexual

harassment) was prohibited by the school division, item

eight was checked as being present in the policy.

9. If the policy stated or implied that it encouraged

the fostering of good relations between employees, item nine

was checked as being present in the policy.

10. If the policy stated or inferred that this offense

of sexual harassment or any form of sex discrimination was -

unlawful, item ten was checked as being present in the

policy.

ll. If the policy in any way stated how employees would

be nade aware of the policy or sensitized to the policy,

item eleven was checked as being present in the policy.

12. If the policy stated that it was, by any means,

nmde available to all employees, item twelve was checked as

being present in the policy.

The remainder of this chapter is organized to report

the findings of the study. The first section is an analysis

of the research instrument items and their relationship to

the objectives of the study. The next section is an

analysis of the 33 policies and/or administrative
‘

regulations which were returned. The final section is a

sunnmry of the findings. Frequency distributions of many of

the items will be presented in table form. The data will be

sunnmrized and findings discussed.
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The denmgraphic variable of division size was not

included in the questionnaire. Size was assigned based on

the number of pupils enrolled in each division. Small

systems were designated as those with fewer than 3,000

students, nßdium systems were designated as those with 3,000

to 10,000 students, and large systems were designated as

those with more than 10,000 students. Of 119 responses, 38

(31.9%) indicated they had policies and 81 (68.0%) indicated

they did not have such policy. Sixty—one of the responding„

school divisions were of small size representing 51.2

percent of the respondents, 30 were of nmdium size

representing 25.2 percent, and 28 were large representing

23.5 percent of the respondents. There were 14

non-respondents to the survey. Six were small divisions

(42.8%), five were medium divisions (35.7%), and three were

large divisions (21%).

Table 1 shows an overview of the relationship between

system size and whether or not the school division responded

they had developed a sexual harassment policy. Table 1 also

shows the number of small systems responding was greater

than the number of nwdium or large systems. However, the

percent of large systems which reported having policies was

twice that of the percent of small or nmdium systems. Of

the 61 school divisions assigned small status, 16 (26.2%)

had policies and 45 (73.7%) did not. Of the 30 school

divisions assigned medium status, 7 (23.0%) had policies and
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23 (77.0%) did not. Of the 28 school divisions assigned

large status, 15 (53.5%) had policies and 13 (#6.#%) did

not.

_ TABLE 1

Relationship of School Size
to Policy Develomnent

Size Have Policy No Policy Total
# % # % # % _

Small 16 26.2 #5 73.7 61 51.2

Medium 7 23.0 23 77.0 30 25.2

Large 15 53.5 l3 #6.# 28 23.5

Total 38 (31.9%) · 8l (68.0%) 119 (99.9)

The first question sought to determine if the school

division had a policy specifically regarding sexual

harassment. As shown in Table l, of the 119 responses, 38

systems, comprising 31.9 percent of the return, reported

their divisions did have policies or administrative

regulations which addressed sexual harassment while 81

divisions, comprising 68.0 percent of the return, reported

they had no such policy.
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Question two was an open ended question directed to

those who indicated they did not have a policy. The

question asked if they would give a brief statement as to

why the division had not developed a policy specifically

regarding sexual harassment. Responses were compiled and

categorized into ten subgroups based on statements as

follows: (l) No need existed at the present time or the

issue had not been raised; (2) There were other

administrative regulations or policies that adequately -

addressed complaints of this nature; (3) Policy manuals

were currently undergoing revisions or the policy was

currently being developed; (4) They did not know why policy

was not developed; (5) Other things seemed more important

at the time or no response was given; (6) There had been no

time to develop such a policy; (7) There was a belief that

it was understood that sexual harassment would not be

tolerated; (8) There was a fear that such a policy would be

misinterpreted by the public; (9) It was believed that

anployers and employees were responsible for their own

actions; and (10) There was a belief that if such a problem

arose it would be handled administratively. A compilation

of the open ended responses given for question two in —

reference to why policy has not been developed, can be found

in Appendix D.

Of the 8l respondents who indicated they had not

. developed a policy, 37% indicated they had no evidence for
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the need for such a policy or that the issue had not been

raised in their school district. Second to that, 24.6%

responded there were other administrative regulations or

policies in the school district that addressed sexual

harassment complaints. Following the two nmst frequent

responses was the indication, by 17.2%, that policy manuals

were being revised to include such a policy or that they

were in either the planning or developmental stages. The

range of responses to question two are found in Table 2 in ~

order from the highest frequency of responses to the lowest.

TABLE 2

Reasons Why Sexual Harassment Policy
Had Not Been Developed

Reason Number of Percent
Responses

No need evidenced. 30- 37.0

Have other policies. 20 24.6

Outdated policy manual. 14 17.2

No response/other. 6 7.4

Don't know. 4 4.9

No time to develop. 2 2.4

Will not be tolerated. 2 2.4

Fear of misinterpretation. 1 1.2

Bnployers/employees are responsible. 1 1.2

Handle problems administratively. 1 1.2

TOTAL 81 99.5
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Questions 3 through 8 were directed to those 38 systems
E

which responded positively about having policies. Question

3 asked how long the division policy had been in place.

Three levels of responses were possible: Less than one

year, one to five years, and more than five years. Table 3

shows that 15.7% of the divisions responded they had

policies less than one year while #2.1% of the divisions

responded they had policies one to five years and #2.1%

responded they had policies wmre than five years. -

TABLE 3

How Long Policy Has Been in Place

Length of tinm Number %

Less than one year 6 15.7

One to five years 16 #2.1

More than five years 16 #2.1

Questions #-6 were designed to elicit responses

concerning why school divisions had developed a sexual

harassment policy. More than half of the school divisions

responding indicated that they developed policy because they

were aware of the possibility of liability or litigation.

Question # asked if the policy had been developed

because of a directive frmn the state department.
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Only one division (2.6 %) indicated that they were directed

to develop a policy while 9#.7 percent of the divisions

indicated they did not develop policy due to any state

department directive. One division did not respond to the

question.

Question 5 inquired if the school division had

developed a sexual harassment policy because of an awareness

of possible liability or litigation. 57.8 percent of the

divisions indicated they had while 39.# percent of the -

divisions said no. One division did not respond to this

item.

Question 6 asked if the school division had developed a

sexual harassment policy because of a sexual harassment

complaint within the system. Of the 38 divisions which

responded they had policies, only one (2.6%) stated they had

developed policy due to a sexual harassment complaint while

thirty-seven (9#.7%) divisions indicated they had not

developed their policies for this reason. The one school

division which responded yes was not the same division which

indicated that its policy was developed by a directive from

the state department. One division did not respond to the

question.

The last two questions were designed to compare the

number of sexual harassment complaints that were registered

prior to the development of policy to the number of
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complaints registered subsequent to the development of

policy. Three levels of response were possible for each

question: None, one to five, and more than five. Out of

the 38 divisions indicating they had policies 28 (73.6%)

said they had never received a sexual harassment complaint.

Of the ten divisions that indicated they had received

complaints (26.3%), none had received more than five

complaints either before or after the policy was developed.

The results indicated that seven school divisions had _

received from one to five complaints before the policy was

developed while three of the divisions indicated they had

received from one to five complaints after the policy was

developed. lt is interesting to note that fewer complaints

were received after policies were developed. A closer look

at the seven divisions which indicated they had received

frmn 1-5 complaints before policy was developed revealed

that 6 had not received any complaints after the policy was

in place, an 85.7% improvement. A closer look at the three

divisions which responded they had received from 1-5

complaints after policy was developed revealed the

following: One indicated having 1-5 complaints before as

well as 1-5 complaints after; and two divisions that

indicated they had no complaints before policy was developed

had received frmn 1-5 complaints after policy was developed.
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In response to the request made in the cover letter to

each school division superintendent to send a copy of the

present policy against sexual harassment and the

administrative regulations pertaining to that policy, 33

school divisions out of the 38 that indicated in question

one that they had a policy, sent copies of their present

policy. These policies were analyzed and assigned a good,

fair or poor status based on the percent of items they -

included frmn the checklist of evaluative criteria. They

were then compared based on other variables such as system

size and how long the policy had been in place.

An analysis of the 33 policies received was accomplished

by having policies rated by three independent reviewers.

The explanation of how consistency between reviewers was

established is fully explained in Chapter 3. However, for

this Chapter, it should be noted that they rated each policy

using the evaluative criteria which were developed to

establish a criteria for judgement of the adequacy of

existing policy or as a paradigm for policy development. lt

was established that policies which met at least 90 percent

of the evaluative criteria (at least ll criteria) would be -

assigned a rating of good. Policies which met from 50 to 89

percent (from 6 to l0 criteria) of the evaluative criteria

would be assigned a rating of fair. Policies which met less
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than 50 percent of the evaluative criteria would be assigned

a rating of poor.
‘

Data were entered in the App-Stat Statistical package

and crosstabulated to produce frequencies and percents of

responses. Table 4 contains the results of the policy

analysis.

TABLE 4

Results of Policy Analysis
N = 33 -

Criteria Criteria Addressed in Policy
YES % NO %

Philosophy addressed 28 84.4 5 15.6

Purpose addressed 16 48.4 17 51.5

Definition given 24 72.7 9 27.2

Exmnples given 2 6.0 31 93.3

Grievance procedure 27 81.8 6 18.1

Disciplinary action 19 57.5 14 42.2

Sanctions given 16 48.4 17 51.5

Management serious 16 48.4 17 51.5

Bnployee relations 10 30.3 23 69.6

Reference to liability 21 63.6 12 36.3

Enployees made aware 10 30.3 23 69.6

Available to new emp. 13 39.3 20 60.6
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An analysis of data revealed the following for each of the

criteria:

Criteria 1 - Philosophy

If the policy contained any statement pertaining to the

district's connuttment relative to sexual harassment as a

form of sex discrimination, this item was checked as being

present in the policy. Twenty—eight of the 33 policies or

$#.8 percent included such a statement.

Criteria 2 - Purpose
-

If the policy contained any reference in regard to

naintaining a work environnment free of sexual

discrimination in general or sexual harassment in

particular, this item was checked as being present in the

policy. A purpose was stated in 16 of the policies (#$.#%)

but did not appear in 17 of the policies (51.5%).

Criteria 3 - Definition

If the policy included a general definition of sexual

harassment as defined by EEOC, this item was checked as

being present in the policy. Twenty—four policies out of 33

or 72.7 percent stated a definition of sexual harassment

while 27.2 percent did not. ‘

Criteria # - Examples

lf the policy included specific examples of sexual

harassment such as making sexual cmmments, displaying

sexually suggestive pictures or objects in the workplace,
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_ etc., this item was checked as being present in the policy.

In 31 of the policies (93.3%), specific examples of sexual

harassment were not given. Two policies, comprising 6

percent, included such statements.

Criteria 5 - Grievance Procedure

Xlf the policy included the school district's procedures for

filing grievances or any reference to where grievance

procedures could be found, this item was checked as being

present in the policy. ln 81.8 percent (27) of the policies

a grievance procedure was included. Six of the policies or

18.1 percent, did not include such a statement.

”
Criteria 6 - Disciplinary Action

If the policy stated that offenders would be disciplined for

acts of sexual harassment or other forms of sex

discrimination, this item was checked as being present in

the policy. Statements to the effect that disciplinary

action would be taken were found in 19 of the policies

(57.5%). This statement was not found in 1# of the policies

(#2.2%).

Criteria 7 · Sanctions

If the policy included references to possible outcomes

resulting from a breech of the policy, this item was checked

as being present in the policy. Only 48.4 percent (16) of

the policies nmntioned what disciplinary would be taken for

offenders. Seventeen of the policies, 51.5 percent, made no

mention of possible sanctions.
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Criteria 8 - Bhployer Serious

If the policy specifically nmntioned that any form of sexual

discrimination (and in particular sexual harassment) was

prohibited, this item was checked as being present in the

policy. This item was nwntioned in 16 (#8.4%) of the

policies while 17 (51.5%) made no nmntion of this item.

Criteria 9 - Employee Relations

If the policy stated that it encourages the fostering of

good relations between employees, this item was checked as _

being present in the policy. Only ten or 30.3 percent of

the policies stated that good anployee relations were

encouraged. Twenty—three policies comprising 69.6 percent

made no mention of this itan.

Criteria 10 - Liability

If the policy stated or inferred that this offense was

unlawful, this item was checked as being present in the

policy. Reference to the illegality of sexual harassment

was mentioned in 63.6 or twenty—one of the policies. The

item was not mentioned in 36.3 percent of the policies.

Criteria ll - Awareness

If the policy in any way stated how anployees would be made

aware of or sensitized to the policy, this item was checked

as being present in the policy. Twenty5three of the

policies (69.6%) did not mention how mnployees would be made

aware of policy. Ten of the policies (30.3%) did mention
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this item.

Criteria 12 - Available

If the policy stated that it was, by any means, made

available to all employees, this item was checked as being

present in the policy. Only 13 of the 33 policies, 39.3

percent, mentioned that by some means the policy would be

nmde available to all employees. Twenty policies, 60.6

percent, made no mention of this item.

Data revealed that 9 policies (27.2%) included at least

90 percent of the criteria frmn the checklist and were

assigned a rating of good. Of these 9 policies, 6 came frmn

small divisions, 2 from nedium sized divisions and 1 from a

large division. Eight other policies (2#.2%) included from

50 to 89 percent of the criteria, they were given a rating

of fair. Of these 8 policies, one cane from a small

division, one from a medium division and 6 came from large

divisions. Sixteen policies (48.#%) met less than 50

percent of the criteria from the checklist and they were

assigned a rating of poor. Of these 16 policies, 6 were

frmn small divisions, 3 were from medium sized divisions,

and 7 were from large divisions. A crosstabulation to

determine if there was a relationship between size of school —

system and policy rating was done and the results are shown

in Table 5.
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TABLE 5

Relationship of Policy Rating
and System Size

Good Fair Poor Total

Small
Frequency 6 1 6 13
Row % 46.1 7.7 46.1 99.9
Column % 66.6 12.5 37.5Medium —
Frequency 2 l 3 6
Row % 33.3 16.6 50.0 99.9
Column % 22.2 12.5 18.7

Large
Frequency 1 6 7 14
Row % 7.1 42.8 50.0 99.9
Column % 11.1 75.0 43.7

Totals 9 8 16 33
99.9 100.0 99.9

The highest percent of good policies were from small

systems (46.1%) with medium systems next with 33.3 percent

and large systems with 7.1 percent. The percent of policies

rated as poor were distributed fairly equally among the

systems irrespective of size with the medium and large

systems having 50 percent of their policies rated as poor

and small systems having 46.1 percent rated as poor.

When rated policies were crosstabulated with how long
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policies had been in place data revealed that good policies

had been in place for either one to five years (67%) or more

than five years (33%). Half of the poor policies (eight out

of sixteen) had been in place for less than one year

indicating that those systems with the better policies have

had more tinm to up—grade and make improvements in

their policies. Table 6 shows a breakdown of the data.

TABLE 6
Relationship of Policy Rating to How Long

8

Policy Had Been in Place

# years Good % Fair % Poor %

0 · 1 yr. 0 0.0 3 37.5 8 50.0

1 — 5 yrs. 6 67.0 2 25.0 2 12.5

> 5 yrs. 3 33.0 3 37.5 6 37.5

Totals 9 100.0 8 100.0 16 100.0
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When size of system and how long policy had been in

place were crosstabulated the findings indicated that small

systems had policies in place for less tiwa than had the

wadium or large systems. This implies that larger systems

way have had more sexual harassment exposure than small

systems. Table 7 shows a breakdown of that relationship.

TABLE 7

System Size and How Long
Policy Had Been in Place «

Years Small % Nhdium % Large %

0 - 1 5 38.5 2 33.3 4 28.5

1 - 5 4 30.7 1 16.6 5 35.7

> 5 4 30.7 3 50.0 5 35.7

Totals 13 99.9 6 99.9 14 99.9

When crosstabulations for policy rating and numbers of

complaints before and after policy development were done the

findings indicated a relationship between policy rating and

nuwbers of complaints before and after policy development.

The number of divisions receiving frmh 1-5 complaints was

reduced after policies were developed. However, the number

of divisions with poor policies which received complaints

was almost as high as the number of divisions which received
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complaints before they developed policy. This implies a

strong relationship between having a poor policy and having

no policy.

Table 8 shows that 5 of the 33 divisions received from

1-5 complaints before·policy was developed. However, after

they developed policy, 60% of them were only rated fair. The

table also shows that 19 divisions received no complaints

before policy was developed. Of those nineteen, #7% have

developed good policies with fair and poor policies being —

equally divided among the rest.

TABLE 8

Policy Rating and Number of Complaints
Before Policy was Developed

“““““'““'’“'’“"—"'——”_——PSTTETRETTEE#

Comps. Good % Fair % Poor % Total %

None 9 #7.3 5 26.3 5 26.3 19 100

l - 5 0 0.0 3 60.0 2 #0.0 5 100

No resp. 0 0.0 0 0.0 9 100.0 9 100

Table 9 shows that # of the 33 divisions received from

1-5 complaints after policy was developed. However, three

of the four policies (75%) were rated as poor which implies

a relationship between having a poor policy and receiving

comp 1 a i n t s .
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TABLE 9

Relationship of Policy Rating and Number of Complaints
After Policy was Developed

“““““"“'““'““°’''“''““"”F5TTE§“§ä¥TE§’“'““°“'’““"’“’''’’’°

# Comps. Good % Fair % Poor % Total %

None 8 #0.0 8 #0.0 # 20.0 20 100

1 - 5 1 25.0 0 0.0 3 75.0 # 100

No resp. 0 0.0 0 0.0 9 100.0 9 100

§£X.£Ä-ElE§lE8ä
Findings relative to the objectives of this study were

as follows:

1. A majority of the school divisions (68%) in the

Connmnwealth of Virginia do not presently have policies that

specifically address sexual harassment. However, of those

that do have such policy the greatest percent are in large

systems.

2. The possibility of liability or litigation was the

foremost reason for development of policy.

3. The three top ranked reasons given for not having

developed a policy were (1) No need has been evidenced,

(2) Have other policies that cover sexual harassment,

_

(3) Outdated policy manuals currently under revision.
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#. 48% of the policies returned by school divisions

were rated as poor. The next highest percent of policies

were rated as good and fair policies ranked in the lowest

percent.

5. 46% of the policies which were rated as good came

from small divisions. Poor policies were distributed

equally among all three sized systems.

6. Policies rated as poor had been in existence less

than one year and those rated as good were either in

existence frmn one to five or nmre than five years.
I

- 7. Only one fewer complaint was registered after

policies were developed than before policies were developed.

8. Divisions with poor policies received as nmny

complaints as some divisions received before they developed

policy.

Findings relative to the analysis of policies yielded

the following: _

I. Items frmn the evaluative criteria nmst often

included in policies were (I) a statement of philosophy, (2)

a definition of sexual harassment, (3) a procedure for

filing grievances, (#) stating that a violation would

warrant discipline, and (5) stating that the violation was

against the law.

2. Most policies lacked any reference to (1) examples

of sexual harassment, (2) the fact that the policy is
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intended to foster good relations between employees, (3) how

anployees will be made aware of the policy, and (#) how the

policy would be made available to employees.

3. The policies were essentially split in (l) the

nmntion of their purpose, (2) possible sanctions to

offenders, and (3) the seriousness with which the school

division viewed sexual harassment.

#. There appears to be a relationship between size of

system and policy rating with small systems having a larger—

percent of good policies.

5. Good policies had been in place longer than poor

policies.

6. Divisions with poor policies received more

complaints after policies were developed than they received

before policies were developed.
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The purpose of this chapter was to present a sunnmry of

the findings of the study, provide an overview of the study,

present conclusions based on the findings in the study, and

to offer implications and reconnwndations for further

research.

ägmmaxx
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The purpose of the study was to determine if school
Ä

divisions in the Connmnwealth of Virginia are prepared to

effectively and efficiently deal with and eliminate sexual

harassment. In order to determine the preparedness of

Virginia School Divisions, this study was designed to

determine whether or not school divisions had adequate

sexual harassment policy. In addition, this study was

designed to develop a paradign or evaluative criteria which

school divisions could use to either develop policy or

assess the adequacy of existing policy. A second purpose

was to determine why school divisions that did not have a

policy had failed to develop such a policy.

Ezesséyts
The design of this study consisted of three phases.

The first phase involved the research and analysis of case

law related to sexual harassment frmm a historical,

69
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procedural, and substantive perspective. The second phase

involved the analysis of school division sexual harassment

policies to determine if the policy was adequate. The third

phase involved a survey to determine why policy was or was

not developed. ·

Beagiätiea
The population involved in this descriptive study were

the superintendents frmn the 133 school divisions in the

Connwnwealth of Virginia. An amended listing of

_

S¤¤et¤htehdehte te¤hd intheljßä

was used to identify the population to be surveyed.

Lnätxymsntätien
In order to assess the adequacy of policy from each

school division, an instrument was designed using the EEOC

Guidelines and the research of sample policies provided by

Chülian.1 The policies researched were from a wide range of

public and private sector anployers and in order to

determine what criteria were included, each was listed in a

table and compared to determine which items were connwn to

all policies. (Appendix C).

Limatatieuä
This was a descriptive study which was limited to

employer-employee relationships in the 133 school divisions

in the State of Virginia. Research of case law considered
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only cases that had been litigated by September 1, 1988.

The study was also limited to sex discrimination in the form

of sexual harassment and not sex discrimination in the form

of job equity, age, pay, etc. It was further limited to how

policies compared to evaluative criteria with a 90%

compliance rate for the assignnmnt of a good rating. Due to

evolving case law involving sexual harassment, there is some

discrepancy among the judiciary concerning whether private

sector law applies to the public sector. Finally, the A

findings can be generalized only to the population from

which they were drawn.

§2¤m·2Lx-9£.Einäins2
Findings relative to the objectives of the study were

as followsz

1. Sixty-eight percent of the school divisions in the

Connmnwealth of Virginia did not have policies that

specifically regarded sexual harassment. However, 53.5

percent responding positively to having policies were large

systems.

2. The possibility of liability or litigation was the

nmjor reason divisions said they had developed policy.

3. The three top ranking reasons the divisions gave
A

for not having developed a policy were (1) No need has been

evidenced, (2) Have other policies that cover sexual
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harassment, (3) Outdated policy manuals currently under

revision.
·

4. Forty-eight percent of the policies returned by

school divisions were rated as poor. The next highest

percent of policies were rated as good (27.2%) and fair

policies ranked in the lowest with 24.2%.

5. The nmjority of policies which were rated as good

(46.1%) canm frmh small divisions. Poor policies were

distributed equally among all three sized systems. -

6. Policies rated as poor had been in existence less

than one year and those rated as good were either in

existence from one to five or more than five years.

7. Only one fewer complaint was registered after

policies were developed than before policies were developed.

8. Divisions with poor policies received nearly as many

complaints as some divisions received before they developed

policy. E

In the analysis of policies findings were as follows:

l. Criteria from the checklist most often included in

policies were (1) a statement of philosophy, (2) a

definition of sexual harassment, (3) a procedure for filing

grievances, (4) stating that a violation would warrant

discipline, and (5) stating that the violation was against

the law.
i ‘

2. Most policies lacked any references to (l) examples
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of sexual harassment, (2) the fact that the policy is

intended to foster good relations between anployees, (3) how

employees will be made aware of the policy, or (4) how the

policy would be made available to employees.

3. The policies were essentially split in (1) the

nention of their purpose, (2) possible sanctions to

offenders, and (3) the seriousness with which the school

division viewed sexual harassment.

4. There appeared to be a relationship between size of

system and policy rating with small systems having a larger

percent of good policies.

5. Good policies had been in place longer than poor

policies.

6. Divisions with poor policies received more

complaints after policies were developed than they received

before policies were developed.

Q9nsi2212¤2
To the question -— Are the school divisions in the

Commonwealth of Virginia prepared, with adequate policies,

to deal with and eliminate sexual harassment in the

workplace? -- the answer is a resounding no. Most school '

divisions in the Connmnwealth of Virginia do not have

policies that specifically address sexual harassment and

those that do are not prepared with adequate policies.
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Eighty—one of the 119 responding school divisions

indicated they do not have policies and/or administrative

regulations which specifically prohibit sexual harassment.

This represents a majority (68%) of those participating in

the study but more importantly it represents a majority of

the school divisions in the Connmnwealth (61%). This

indicates that most Virginia school divisions are willing to

take a more reactive than proactive approach since most

divisions also indicated that they had not developed such
T

policies because they had not evidenced a need.

Twenty-four percent of the school divisions in Virginia

which did not have sexual harassment policies indicated they

had other policies which they felt would address sexual

harassment claims, or they indicated they were working on

policies. This indicates a need for the exmmination of

existing policies for the determination of their adequacy

for dealing with or preventing sexual harassment.

Most divisions which had developed policies had done so

because they were aware of possible liability or litigation.

This was evidenced in the fact that a majority of the

policies analyzed included not only a statement of the

division philosophy and a definition of sexual harassment,

but also a procedure for filing grievances, a statement that

violators would be disciplined, and a statement that the

violation was against the law. This indicates a need for a
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nnre widespread awareness training for administrators to

gain information concerning sexual harassment claims.

Most policies failed to connunicate that employers were

serious about sexual harassment or were willing to make

anployees aware of sexually harassing behaviors. They also

failed to convey how employees would be nmde aware of policy

or have it made available to them. This indicates a need

for guidance in the development of sexual harassment policy

which will connwnicate an employer's connutment to deal —

seriously with sexual harassment.

Lqelisafians_£2;-E;2s11ss
Both the results of this study and the literature

indicate that there is a need for school divisions to

develop adequate policies which prohibit sexual harassment

because employers can best achieve an appropriate

environment free of sexual harassment by (1) recognizing

sexual harassment as a potential problem, and (2) adopting a

policy which will alert employees to the problem by

stressing that sexual harassment in any form will not be

tolerated. Those who have policies should analyze them to

determine their adequacy. ‘

It should be the task of the State Board of Education

through the State Department of Education to issue

guidelines, perhaps in the form of a Self-/Xssessment

Instrument, so that those who are responsible for writing
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policy will be certain to include criteria which would

preclude employers becoming victims of sexual harassment

claims.

Teacher training Institutions and schools of education

are in a position to impress upon aspiring teachers and

administrators the importance of formulating policy for the

welfare and protection of their employees. With the

establishment of sexual harassment under Mgiitgiz and the

Supreme Court's recognition of the hostile environment -

claim,3 sexual harassment is a potential source of Title VII

litigation. Employers in Virginia school divisions should

be cognizant of ways to limit sexual harassnmnt claims.

School divisions would do well to exmhine their policies

and practices and assess to what extent sexual harassment

policy connmnicates to employees that sexual harassment

is a prohibited behavior and will not be tolerated.

The following recmnnendations were suggested by the

results of this investigation:

1. A study should be made of the schools of education

in the Connmnwealth especially in classes such as School

Law and Administration, to determine the degree of emphasis
S

placed on increasing awareness about sexual harassment.
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2. A study should be done to determine how employees

are sensitized and made aware of sexual harassment policy.

3. Since sexual harassment claims nmde in public

schools seldom get to court, a study such as this one should

be carried out to assess whether or not sexual harassment

actually exists.

4. A study should be done with the State Department,

the VEA and the Virginia School Boards Association to

determine what they are doing to eliminate sexual harassment

in the workplace.

5. A study similar to this one could be conducted to

explore reasons why employees who have been targets of

sexual harassment have reported or have not reported the

incidents.
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NOTES

1 S¤S¤¤ M· @m111¤¤, Übäl.E!SLX.ETRl9XSL.§D9Ei§-§E-P9lEE
Qbgut_§gxual_Harassggnt ( Madison CT., Business and Legal
Reports, 1986), p. 12.

2 106 5-Ct- 2399 <1986>·
3 F.2d 934-9## (D.C. Cir. 1981).

The court held that sexual harassment, in and of itself, is
a violation of the law and does not require proof that the
ahployee was penalized or lost specific tangible job
benefits.
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QUESTIONNAIRE

l. Does your school division have a policy specifically
regarding sexual harassment?

A. ______ Yes (if YES, go to questions 3 - 8.)

B. ______ No (if NO, go to question 2.)

2. Please give a brief statement as to why the division has not
developed a policy specifically regarding sexual harassment.

3. How long has the division policy been in place?

A. ______ Less than one year.
B. ______ One to five years.
C. ______ More than five years. -

4. Did the school division develop a sexual harassment policy
because of a directive from the state department?

A. ______ Yes
B. ______ No

5. Did the school division develop a sexual harassment policy
because of an awareness of possible liability/litigation?

A. ______ Yes
B. ______ No

6. Did the school division develop a sexual harassment policy

because of a sexual harassment complaint within the system?

A. ______ Yes
°

B. ______ No

7. How many sexual harassment complaints have been registered
since the development of the policy?

A. ______ None
B. ______ One to five.
C. ______ More than five.

8. How many sexual harassment complaints were registered
before the development of the policy?

A. ____;_ None
B. ______ One to five.
C. ______ More than five.
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QUESTIONNAIRE CODING SHEET

COLUM VARIABLE NAME VALUE LABEL

l Have Policy 1 = Yes
2:NO

3 Years policy in place l = Less than l
Z=ltO5
3 = More than 5

4 Developed by directive l = Yes
2=No

5 Developed by awareness l = Yes —
2:No

6 Developed by complaint 1 = Yes
2=No

7 Complaints since policy l = None
2 = one to five
0 = more than 5

8 Complaints before policy l = None
2 = one to five
O = more than 5
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Michaele P. Penn

Date

Dear Superintendent,

In recent years, sexual harassment has been litigated
under Title VII not only on the basis of claims of "quid pro
quo" sexual harassment, but also, in a recent Supreme Court
case, the Court held that sexual harassment is actionable
under Title VII on the basis of a "hostile environment"
claim. Ehployers are, therefore, encouraged to take an
active role in the prevention of sexual harassment by
developing and disseminating appropriate policy against
sexual harassment. To date, no one has assessed the
opinions of educators as regards the development of policies
specifically regarding sexual harassment nor have they
assessed policies that are now in place insofar as they meet
EEOC guidelines.

You are being asked to share with me your present
policy against sexual harassment and answer the IO questions
on the enclosed questionnaire. In order that the results of
this study represent the policymakers in the Virginia school
divisions, it is important that each questionnaire be
returned along with a copy of the current policy.

All questionnaires and policies will be kept completely
confidential. Each questionnaire has an identifying number
for mailing purposes only. This will allow me to check your
division off the list of respondents when your questionnaire
is returned. Your name nor that of your division will ever
appear on the questionnaire or be reported in the study.

The results of this research will be made available to
educators and policymakers throughout the Conwmnwealth.
Hopefully, the results will provide some insights necessary
for objective and enlightened policymaking concerning sex
discrimination policy as it specifically applies to sexual
harassment.

‘
Sincerely,

Michaele P. Penn

Enclosure
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Michaele P. Penn

Date

Dear Superintendent,

On _____ you received a correspondence requesting that
you send a copy of your school division's Sex Discrimination
Policy and a request that you return a questionnair seeking
information concerning that policy. If you have completed
and returned the questionnaire along with the policy, please
accept my thanks for your assistance. If not, please do so
today. lt is important if the results are to accurately —

reflect the results of Virginia school division
policymakers.

If you have mlsplaced the questionnaire, or did not
receive one, please return the enclosed card and I will mail
you another innmdiately. Thank you for your prompt response
in this matter.

Sincerely,

Michaele P. Penn

Enclosure
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_ SEXUAL HARASSMENT POLICY
EVALUATIVE CRITERIA

l. Does the sexual harassment policy address the
philosophy of the school division? (e.g., "The district is
connütted to providing an environment free of verbal,
physical, and psychological harassment.)

2. Does the sexual harassment policy state a purpose?
(e.g., "To ensure a workplace free of sexual harassment . .
.n)

3. Does the policy include a definition of sexual
harassment? (e.g., "Sexual harassment is any repeated or

unwanted verbal or physical sexual advances . . .")

4. Does the policy include clear exmnples of the different

types of sexual harassment behaviors? (e.g., "Repeated
unwelcomed advances include but are not limited to . . . ")

5. Does the policy include a grievance
procedurespecificallyfor sexual harassment? (e.g., "Any person who

believes that they are being subject to sexual harassment
should: (1) report . . .")

6. Does the policy state that there will be disciplinary

action against the offender? (e.g., "Any personnel found

to have engaged in sexual harassment will be severly dealt

with . . .")

7. Does the policy list all possible sanctions for

offenders? (e.g., "Offenders will be subject to the

following disciplinary actions . . .")

8. Does the policy state in clear terms that management

takes sexual harassment seriously? (e.g., "This school

division prohibits any form of sexual harassment and view

such actions in the nmst serious manner.")

9. Does the policy emphasize that its aim is the promotion

of good employee relations? (e.g., "This policy reinforces

our connuttment to develop an atmosphere that fosters good

relations between . . . ")

10. Does the policy mention that sexual harassment is a

source of possible liability? (e.g., "Legally, employers

and employees are liable for acts of . . .") °

ll. Does the policy state how employees will be made aware

of the policy? (e.g., "This division, annually, conducts

sexual harassment awareness training programs . . . ")
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12. Does the policy state that it is made available to all
new employees? (e.g., "/-\ copy of this policy will be made
available to all new employees.")
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Instrument Used by Reviewers for
Analysis of Policies

Instructions: Check the YES column if the item appears in
the policy being analyzed. Check the NO column if the item
does not appear in the policy. As soon as you have
completed each policy go to the Data Coding Sheet and enter
the results for that policy. Enter the number one (1) in
the appropriate space if the response is YES. Enter the
number two (2) in the appropriate space if the response is
NO. Please double check your entries on the Data Coding
Sheets.

POLICY NUMBER ____________

' YES NO
Philosophy addressed 1

Purpose addressed 2 -

Definition given 3

Examples given 4

Grievance procedure 5

Disciplinary action stated 6

Sanctions given 7

Management serious 8

Enployee relations 9 _

Reference to liability ,10

Employees made aware ll

Available 12
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Data Coding Sheet

REVIEWER NUMBER ______

INSTRUCTIONS: Enter the results of each policy analyzed on
this sheet. If the numbered criteria are marked YES place
the number one (1) in the corresponding column. If the
numbered criteria are marked NO place the number two (2) in
the corresponding column. Place the total (the total number
ls ONLY) in the appropriate column on the far right. If
there are eleven (11) or more number ones, assign the policy
a rating of GOOD. If there are from six (6) to ten (10)
ones, assign the policy a rating of FAIR. If there are five
(5) or less ones, assign the policy a rating of POOR.

CRITERIA

1 1IFÖIÄFSA
—————-——F—F——+——F——F--l——F—%·—·F—·+··%···F···F······FF“‘‘‘“
"‘*-”‘-*+1*-T‘_—‘T‘"I““_T‘-’I--T‘-°1---I---'I'---l---I'---'I'“_““'“l-"“'"'-—————--F-F——+-—F——F——%——F—%———F·—+··%···F···F······FF“‘’‘‘
————————%‘V‘-T--V--T--7--T-7---V--T--7---V---T——————F—————
-——--——·F-F—-+—-F——F——l··F·l—··F··+·—l···F···F······FF‘‘‘“‘
———-————*-V““T““V--T--7--V-7---V--T--7---V---T——————F——————-——·—-—F—F——+——F——F—-l——F—I———F—·+——%·—·F——·F—·····FF‘‘‘‘‘
————————W'V--T-“V--T--7--T-#---V--T--7---V---T——————F—————
————————F-F·-+——F-—F——l·—F—l———F——+··l··—F·—·F······FF——————FL.....

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1F"‘‘‘‘
“-‘‘“-““IT'-I---'I"'-I-""1"-'I--I-“'“1--“I---‘I'--°‘1--"I----T'‘‘“'-”I------————·—-—F—F——+——F·-F——+——F·%———F——+·—l———F———F·—————FFF—1——+——1——1——1——1—l———1--+--4--—F-——F————-—FF‘‘‘‘‘

-———————F-V--T--[--I'-7-'V-j---[--T--7---V--‘T————-—V—————

———-————F-F——r——1--1——l——F—1———1—-F--)---F———F·—————1F"——--‘-*(F-I‘*"I"‘-I"‘—‘i'*—‘T"—‘T"'*1**--I"'*‘I‘_"‘1‘*-I---*1***‘‘”-l"1._....
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EEOC GUIDELINES ON SEXUAL HARASSMENT
29 CFR Part 1604

Discrimination Because of Sex Under Title VII of the
Civil Rights Act of 1964, as Amended; Adoption

of Final Interpretive Guidelines

Agency: Equal Employment Opportunity Connussion

Action: Final Amendment to Guidelines on Discrimination
Because of Sex

Section 1604.11 Sexual Harassment ·

(a) Harassment on the basis of sex is a violation of

Sec. 703 of Title VII.l [ Footnote: The principles
involved here continue to apply to race, color, religion or

national origin.] Unwelcome sexual advances, requests for

sexual favors, and other verbal or physical conduct of a

sexual nature constitute sexual harassment when (1) .

submission to such conduct is made either explicitly or

implicitly a term or condition of an individual's
employment, (2) submission to or rejection of such conduct

by an individual is used as the basis for employment
decisions affecting such individuals, or (3) such conduct

has the purpose or effect of unreasonably interfering with

an individual's work performance or creating an
intimidating, hostile, or offensive working environment.

(b) In determining whether alleged conduct constitutes
sexual harassment, the Commission will look at the record as

a whole and at the totality of the circumstances, such as

the nature of the sexual advances and the context in which

the alleged incidents occurred. The determination of the

legality of a particular action will be made from the facts,

on a case by case basis.

(c) Applying general Title VII principles, an

employer, employment agency, joint apprenticeship cmmmittee

or labor organization (hereinafter collectively referred to

as "employer") is responsible for its acts and those of its

agents and supervisory employees with respect to sexual
harassment regardless of whether the specific acts
complained of were authorized or even forbidden by the

employer and regardless of whether the employer knew or

should have known of their occurrence. The Conmission will

exmmine the circumstances of the particular employment
relationship and the job junctions performed by the

individual in_determining whether an individual acts in
either a supervisory or agency capacity.

(d) With respect to conduct between fellow employees,

an employer is responsible for acts of sexual harassment in
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the workplace where the employer (or its agents or
supervvisory employees) knows or should have known of the

conduct, unless it can show that it took innmdiate and

appropriate corrective action.

(e) An anployer nay also be responsible for the acts

of non-employees, with respect to sexual harassment of

anployees in the workplace, where thhe employer (or its

agents or supervisory employees) knows or should have known

of the conduct and fails to take innmdiate and appropriate

ccorrective action. In reviewing these cases the Conmission

will consider the extent of the anployer's control and any

other legal responsibility which the anployer nmy have with

respect to the cconduct of such non-employees.

(f) Prevention is the best tool for the elimination of

sexual harassment. An mnployer should take all steps -
necessary to prevent sexual harassment frmh occurring, such

as affirmatively raising the subject, expressing strong

disapproval, developing appropriate sanctions, informing
anployees of their right to raise and how to raise the issue

of harassment under Title VII, and developing methods to

sensitize all concerned.

(g) Other related practices: Where anplownent
opportunities or benefits are granted because of an

individual's submission to the employer's sexual advances or

requests for sexual favors, the employer may be held liable

for unlawful sex discrimination against other persons who

were qualified but denied that emplownent opportunity or

benefit.
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Sample Policy #1
Cour tesy of a Texas-Based Service Organization

POLICV _

Acnoii EFFSSÄVE mmceooas "^‘*‘
NUMBER NUMUEH

imsuaiscr.SEXUAL HARASSMENT

xtvuicuiou. ALL EMPLOYEES Awnovso

I. PURPOSE
Sexual harassment, either physical or verbal, ls a vlolation of the law.Theintent

of this policy is to clarify the company's position in matters relating

to compliance, discovery, and remedy.

ll. ·POLlCY
lt is the intent of the company to maintain a work place free of sexual harass-

ment from any source, either supervisors or co·workers, and to discourage

any instance of malicious accusation.

III. DEFINITION
Sexual harassment is any repeated or unwanted verbal or sexual advances,

sexually explicit derogatory remarks, or statements made by someone in the

work place which are offensive or objectionable to the recipient, or which

cause the recipient discomfort or humillation, or which interfere with job

performance, and which can be reasonably determined to constitute unlawful

behavior as follows:
1. Submission to the conduct is either an expllcit or implicit term or

condition of employment; or,

2. Submission to or rejection of the conduct is used as a basis for

employment dcclslons nffecllng the recipient; or,

3. The conduct has the purpose or effect of substantially interfering

with work performance, or creating an intimidating, hostile or

offensive work environment.

IV. RESPONSIBILITY
A. The Employee

1. To be certain beyond a reasonable doubt that harassment exists, and

is clearly directed toward the person objecting. Whenever possible,
witnesses or other substantiating information should be provided.

2. Advise the offending individual that the conduct in question is offen-

sive, and request that it be discontinued immediately.
_

3. If the offending conduct continues, or recurs, an official complaint

may be placed through the office of the personnel director, or through

the office of the chief executive oflicer.

B. The Company
1. The complaint will be reduced to written form by the company officer

handling the complaint.
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2. A conference will be scheduled withln 5 worklng days, with the
understanding that the most immediate time practical will be utilized.
Employees participating in the conference may choose to be accom-
panied by a co-worker, lf that is felt to be deslrable.

3. The company officer conducting the conference will make every -
reasonable effort to determine the facts pertinent to the complaint.
If the complaint can be resolved to the satisfactlon of all parties, the
matter will be considered closed, pending further complaint or addi-
tional information. ln cases of recurrent complaint, or in cases of
flagrant unlawful behavior, additional sanctions shall be employed.

ll. The company will make every reasonable effort to lnsure that no
retaliation occurs.

V. SANCTIONS
The company will engage all or any combination of the following sanctions to
remedy instances of sexual harassment:

l. Conference
2. Transfer
3. Suspension
ll. Termination
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Sample Policy #2
Courtesy of a Nat ionwide Retail Organization

HARASSMENT
Harassment ol employees due to their age, ancestry, color, creed, marital status, medical condi-

tlon, natlonal origin, physical handicap, race, religion, or sex by lellow employees and non-employees is
demeaning to both the victims and the Company; it can result ln hlgh turnover, absenteeism, low morale
and productlvity, and an uncomlortable atmosphere to work ln. Therelore, the Company will not lolerate
any such harassment ol lts employees and will take attlrmative steps to stop It.

Sexual harassment is behavior that is unwelcome and personally ollensive; it can consist ol sex-
ually oriented "kiddlng" or jokes, physlcal contact such as pattlng, plnching or purposely rubbing up
against another's body, demands tor sexual lavors lied to promises ol better treatment or lhreats con-
cerning employment tor relusal, discriminating against an employee lor relusing to "give in", or granting
lavors to one who submtts. Other harassment can be jokes, comments, or other personally ollensive and
unwelcome behavior based on a person's age, ancestry, color, creed, marital status, medical condition,
national origin, physical handicap, race, or religion that results ln the loss ol tangible job benelits or
creates a hostile, obnoxious, or intlmidating work atmosphere.

ll you think another employee is harasslng you because ol your age, ancestry, color, creed,
marltal status, medical condition, national origin, physical handicap, race, religion, or sex, tell him or her
that you lind such behavior ollensive, that such behavior ls against Company policy, and ask him or her
lo immediately stop that behavior. lt ls important to let your lellow employees know when you consider
such behavior ollensive, as the Company hlres people lrom a wlde variety ol cultural and ethnic
backgrounds, and that person may not realize behavior he or she thlnks ts proper could be seen by others
as ollensive. ll that employee continues to "pester" you, immediately contact your supervisor, in writing,
about the problem. ll you leel you cannot seek help lrom your supervisor, contact his or her supervisor or
your district personnel ollice, in writing, tor assistance.

ll you see another employee belng harassed because ol his or her age, ancestry, color, creed,
marital status, medical condition, national origin, physlcal handicap, race, rellglon, or sex, tell him or her
that the Company has a policy prohibiting such behavior, that he or she can demand the other stop such
behavior, and that he or she can contact his or her supervisor, in wrltlng, tor help.

Il another employee tells you he or she llnds your behavior ollensive, do not get angry or insulted.
People have dillerent ethnical values and standards, and may be ollended by behavior you think is prop-
er. Tell the employee you did not realize he or she would be ollended by your behavior and stop the com-
plained ol conduct.

ll you are harassed by a non-employee. contact your supervisor, ln writing, tor help. The Company
cannot control the ollensive behavior ol all norvemployees, but it wlll try to remedy the situation il tt can.

Upon being told ol such possible harassment, supervisory employees are expected to take pro-
mpt ellective action to determine whether harassment has or ls taking place, and to stop such behavior
where lt does exist. Supervisory employees are to submit a written report, including statements lrom the
employees lnvolved and any other relevant documentation, reporting the incident and detailing what ac-
tions they took to the district personnel manager. Any supervisory employee who condones, parliclpates
ln, or lnltiates such harassment will be severely discipllned, including possible demotion or termination.
Any employee knowing ol a supervisory employee abusing his or her olllcial position by condoning, par-
ticipatlng ln, or lnitiating such harassment should inlorm a higher level supervisor or appropriate person-
nel olllcial, in writing, so the Company can take action against that supervisory employee.

No employee will be disciplined or otherwise retaliated against lor complaining about such
harassment. lt is important that you inlorm the Company about such harassment, as the Company can-
not do anything to remedy the situation ll lt does not know it exists.

The Company plans to incorporate harassment awareness training in luture managerial, super-
visory, and employee orientation courses. A copy ol this policy will be made available to atl new
employees.

l hereby acknowledge that l have read_and understand the above.

name n=t.eAse Pnmn

~AMe (SIGNATURE)

wimess

_
·

_ N
one

II lll!
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Sample Policy #3
Courtesy of a State University

POLICY STATEMENT ON DISCRIMINATION AND HARASSMENT
INCLUDING SEXUAL HARASSMENT

It ls the policy of "University to provide an educational and
employment environment free from all forms of intimidation, hostility,offensive behavior and discrimination, including sexual harassment.
Such discrimination or harassment may take the form of unwarranted
verbal or physical conduct, verbal -or written derogatory or
discriminatory statements, which may result in decisions affecting
status, promotions, raises, favorable work assignments,
recommendations, class assignments or grades. Such behavior, ortolerance of such behavior, on the part of an administrator,
supervieor, faculty or staff member violates the policy of the
University and may result in disciplinary action including
termination. The conduct herein described is both contrary to
University policy and contrary to Seventh-day Adventist Christian
beliefs and practice and may be illegal under both state and federal _
law.

The United States Equal Employment Opportunity Commission has definedsexual harrassment as unwelcome sexual advances, requests for sexual
favors, and other verbal or physical conduct of a sexual nature when(1) submlssion to auch conduct is made either explicitly or implicitlya tern or condition of an individual's employment; (2) submission to
or rejection of such conduct by an individual is used as the basis foremployment decisions affecting such individual; or (3) such conduct
has the purpose or effect of unreasonably interfering with an
individual's work performance or creating an intimidating, hostile, or
offensive working environment.

The State of
”

has defined sexual harassment as unwelcome
sexual advances, requests for sexual favors, and other verbal or
physical conduct or communication of a sexual nature when (1)
subnission to auch conduct or communication ls made a term or
condition either explicitly or implicitly to obtain employment, public
accommodations or public services, education, or housing; (2)
submission to or rejection of such conduct or communication by an
individual is used as a factor in decisions affecting such
individual's employment, public accommodations or public services,
education, or housing; (3) such conduct or communication has the
purpose or effect of substantially interfering with an individual‘s
employment, public accommodations or public services, education, or
housing, or creating an intimidating, hostile, or offensive
employment, public accommodations, public services, educational, or
housing environnent.

An employee (including a student employee) who believes that he or she
has been subject to discrimination or harassment should report the
conduct to his or her lmmediate supervisor, and in the event the
supervisor is the aggrieving party, to the next higher responsible
party. If necessary, the employee grievance procedure should beutilized. ‘
A student who believes that he or she has been discriminated against
or harassed should report the conduct to the chairman of the
department to which the teacher is assigned, and if the chairman is
the aggrieving party, to the dean of the college/school in which he orehe is enrolled.
Adopted by the Board of Trustees August 12, 1985 '
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Sample Policy #4 I· ' ationCourtesy of a Möl°V Food Organlz

POLICY STATEMENT

Tt is the policy of Inc. to prohibitany harassment of, or reluctance to train employees becauseof their sex.

Any employee who feels that he or she is experlencingharassment on the job because of his or her sex, or whofeels that hc or she is experiencing sex discrlmination inrecelving training, should be aware that the following pro-cedures are available and should be utllized.

l. Any employee should immediately report all matters —directly to the Personnel Manager.

2. Thc Personnel Manager will take immediate action toinvestigate any and all complaints registered.
3. Following the investigation of the complalnt, thePersonnel Manager shall review the facts and resultsof the investigation with the Bakery Manager and withthe other appropriate members of Management and decideupon the validity of the complalnt and determine howthe complalnt should be resolved.

U. If it is determined that an employee has engaged inharassment or reluctance to train, the Bakery will takeimmediate and appropriate remedial action, the natureof which will depend upon the severlty of the determinedoffense.

5. After an investigation and determination of the meritsof any complalnt registered with the Personnel Manager,the Personnel Manager will meet with the complainingemployee to discuss the results of the investigation.If the employee is dissatisfied with the processingof the complalnt, the decision reaohed or the rcmedialaction taken, if any, the employee will be affordedthe opportunity to submit a written statement of hisor her position for inclusion in his or her personnelfile.

6. Any personnel found to have engaged in retaliationagainst an employee who has registered a complalntunder this procedure or retaliation against any employeefor assisting in the investigation of any registeredcomplaint will be subject to immediate dlsciplinaryaction up to and including discharge.
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Sample Policy # 5

Courtesy of a Large Utility
‘

POLICY AND PROCEDURE MANUAL

Dspsrtmsmz ADMINISTRATION Sub-D•pt.: HUMAN RESOURCES Authorized by: VICE PRESIDENT

EEO/AFFIRMATTVE ACTION OPERATIONS

Sumuu SEXUAL HARASSMENT Dan: ll/03/81

Pau 401

l. PREFACE

Legal and moral ptcceptl make sexual harassment in the workplace, like

harassment on the basis of color, race, religion or national origin in the

workplace, completely improper. The Equal Employment Opportunities
Commission has amended its guidelines on employment dlscriminstlon to add

a specific section on sexual harassment (29CFR 1604, April ll, 1980). The

Company'a policy has long been to disapprove auch dlscrimination and this

policy ia written to affirm the Company'a position against sexual harassment.

2. POLICY

2.1 lt has long been the Company'a policy that all employees have the right

to work in an environment free from any type of unlawful discrimlnation,

which includes an environment free from sexual harassment.

Our policy on the subject la aa follows:

2.1.1 The Company shall not tolerate sexual harassment of employees

in any form. Any auch conduct shall result in disclpllnary

action up to and including dlsmiasal.

2.1.2 No supervlsor shall threaten, suggest or lmply that an employee's

refusal to submit to sexual advances will adversely affect the

employee's employment, evaluation, wagea, advancement, aaalgned

duties, ahlfts, or any other condition of employment or career

development. Nor shall any supervlsor suggest or imply that

an employee's acquiescence to sexual advances may favorably

affect tha employee's condition of employment or career develop—

ment.

2.1.3 Other sexually-harsasing conduct in the workplace, whether

committed by supervlaory or non·supervlaory personnel, is also

prohibited. This includes but ls not limited to: offensive

sexual flirtatlons, advancea, proposltions; verbal abuse of a

sexual nature; graphic verbal commentaries about an lndlv1dua1's

body; aexually degrading words used to descrlbe an individual;

and any offensive display in the workplace of sexually suggestlve

objects or pictures.

2.2 Employees who believe they are being subjected to sexual harassment

should inform appropriate aupervisory personnel or the Human Resources

Department.

Effective Pages: Revision Date:
11/03/81

h0l·hO3
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Sample Pol lcy # 6
Cour tesy of a Large Manufacturer

__ _ ___„__ e - · - g D
gugjggr, PERSONNEL, I

EQUAL EMPLOYHENT OPPORTUNITY V

AND AFFIRHATIVE ACTION I
S
I

This policy outlimes the responsIbIlities and 0
V

guidelines for s commltment to Equal N POLICY

Employment Opportunity and Affirmative Action
wIthIn the Clldden Coatings E Resins organization.

gurgaggpgg, ~ . U- Division Policy P1—S ¤AT¢:0ctober 1, 1984

(14.,,5,, ..4 oa")
’ ‘

,.¤u change In policy; change

in PresIdent's signature.)

wenns; N¤¤¢ -
(Number eed ¤•••)

APPLICABLE TO: U.S. operations, including subsidiaries and joint ventures.

l. The Division has established an Equal Employment polIcy to ensure that all

recruitment, placement, compensation, training and promotions are non-

dlscrlminatory and are based upon Individual merIt, ability and performance. All

personnel actions and conditions of employment are admInIstered without regard to

race, color, religion, national origin, age, sex or handicap.

2. In addition, aftirmative action will be taken to increase opportunities for

mlnority, handicapped and female applicanta and employees, as well as for

veterans of the Vietnam Era.

3. Company policy Is alao established to Insure that work environment is free of all

forms of harassment including sexual harassment, that Is; physical sexual

advances or intimidations, and unInvIted or suggestive remarks. Harassment can

also include uninvited direct or auggestive remarks about an IndIvIdual‘s age,

religion, racc, or handicap. Any employee who feela that he or she has been, cr

is being harassed, can advlse his or her Immediate supervisor If appropriate, or

the personnel manager or administrator at hIs or her location. lncldents of

discrimination or harassment will be promptly and thoroughly Investigated and

pursuant to the investigation outcome, appropriate action may be taken, up to and

including discharge of the harassIng employee.

4. Each Division manager and supervisor Is responsible for Implementing company

policy to ensure compliance with the Clvll Rights Act of 1964, Executive Order

lI24o, as amended, the Department of Labor Revlsed Order No. 4, the Rehabilita-

tion Act of 1973 and the Vietnam Era Veterans Readjustment Act of 1974. Imple-

mentation Includes activities and practicea designed to enhance understanding,

acceptance and compliance with the Intent and spirit of Equal Employment

Opportunity, Affirmative Action and freedom from harassment.

5. Personnel managers and administrators at each location arc responsible for

reporting quarterly recruIting, employment and promotion statistics or

Corporation forms 9598 and 1329. They will also prepare annually a revxsed

Affirmatlve Action Plan for submission to the Division Manager-Personnel

Development, Cleveland Headquarters.

/ccntlnnod
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PERSONNEL, GENERAL I5
EQUAL EHTLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY October 1, 1984AND AFFIRMATIVE ACTION Page 2

6. The Division Manager—Personnel Development is responsible for ensurlng that localapprentlceship programs registered by the U. 5. Depassment of Labor or a State
Apprenticeship Council are operated on a non-discrimunatory basls._ Each suchprogram will include in its standards the following pledge: "The recrultment,selection, employment and training of apprentlces shall be without dlscrimination
because of race, color. religion, national prfsin. ••v nr b··d¢nn¢'
Corporation takes affirmative action to provi, .pprentice—ships and operates the apprenticeship program as required under Title 29 of theCode of Federal Regulations, Part 30."

a. Personnel managers nr administrators at locations having an apprentice-
ship program with tive or more apprentices are required to prepare or torevise annually an Affirmative Action Plan for its apprenticeship
program.

b. The plan will establlsh goals and tlmetables for mlnority and female
—

apprentices wherever underutilizstion exists.

7. Questions concerning this policy should be referred to the Manager—Personnel
Development or the Vice President-Employee Relations and Administration.

President

Distribution: Z 3, 5, 9, 14, 16, 18, 23, 26, 27, 28, 33, 39, 49, S0, 52 (CGR Mgmt.)
lncluding International and Sales Representatives
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Sample Policy #7
Courtesy of a State Government Agency

POLICY SEC 031

SEXUAL HARASSMENT

General Pollcy

Harassment on the basis of sex is a vlolation of Section 703 of TitleVII.Sexual
Harassment, either physical or verbal, ls an unlawful employment

practice and will not be tolerated wlthln

Definition

Sexual Harassment ls defined es unwelcome sexual advances, requests for sexual

favors, and other verbal or physical conduct of a sexual nature when:

1. Submission to such conduct is made either expllcitly or lmpllcitly a term

or condition of an ind1vldual's employment.

2. Submission to or a rejection of such conduct by an individual ls used as

the basis for employment decisions affecting such individual; or

3. Such conduct has the purpose or effect of unreasonably lnterfering with an

indlv1dual's work performance or creating an lntlmidating, hostlle, or

offensive working environment.

Procedure

1. Any concern which an employe may have related to this issue should be

brought immediately, through channels or directly (as the situation
dlctates), to the attention of the division administrator. The right of an

individual to raise such issues ls protected under Section 703 of Title VII

of the Civil Rights Act of 196¤, as amended.

2. Any employe of the Department who engages ln such prohibited behavior will

be subject to dlsclpllnary action.
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Compilation of Open-Ended Responses for Question Two
in Reference to Why No Policy Had Been Developed
From Respondents lndicating They Had No Policy

1. For the highest reported response — No need evidenced -
there was little deviation in responses. Most stated
variations on the theme "There has been no need for such
a policy."

2. For the second highest reported response - Have other
policies -

"A broad policy dealing with 'complaints' does exist. A
more specific policy has not been needed."

"Our county statement of non-disecrimination (Title IX)
is interpreted to include sexual harassment."

"The subject is covered under the policy regarding
_

employee grievances (any and all alleged acts acts of
discrimination prohibited by law)"

"A non·discrimination policy is in place and has been
since 1977. To date, we have regarded harassment as a
form of sex discrinnination. We have had no complaints,
thus the issue of harassment separate from
discrimination, has not arisen."

"1) Existing laws dealing with subject known by all (2)
Existing grievance procedure available to all employees
(3) We have no evidence of laws being violated or need
for specific policy in subject area."

"It is felt that the grievance procedures for employees
and policies on conwunicating proved avenues to pursue
should problems occur. To date we have had no
complaints."

"We feel that federal mandates are sufficient."

"The school division operates in accordance with
applicable federal and state laws regarding the
prohibition of adverse action based on race, sex, etc."

"Our policy manual was updated in 1986 by a school
attorney and representatives of the VSBA. I thought we
had a specific policy for this. Thanks for bringing
this to our attention."
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"Because [nahe of county withheld] does have a policy on
nondiscrimination, a specific policy in sexual
harassment is not felt to be warranted."

"We feel we are covered in this area under our
discrimination policy and grievances."

"We have due process procedure for all personnel, plus
the grievance procedure."

3. For the third highest reported response — Outated Policy
Manual -

"We are now in the process of presenting it for
approval."

"We are working on one and hope to have it adopted in —

the near future."

"In developmental stage."

"Outdated policy nmnual currently undergoing revision."

"A plan for board adoption is being developed."

"We are in the process of revisinng all personnel
policies. A policy on sexual harassment will be
included as part of this process."

"Our policy manual is now being revised to include new
policies. A policy on sexual har[r]assment will be

included in this revision."

"Leadership is given that sexual harassment is against
the law and will not be tolerated. (We are going to
develop a policy)."

"Our policy nanual is presently being revised. It has
not had a major revision since 1973. It will include a
statement concerning sexual harassment."

"Our policy nmnual is in the process of being revised.

I assume this item will be addressed."

"We do not have a Title IX Policy in force at the

present time; however, our policy manual is being
revised presently and Title IX will be a part of it.
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Q. Those included in the next group - No Response/Other —

said:
"This school division is a very small division. At this
time we are trying to keep up with basic educational
problems, such as textbook adoption, curriculum
development, and others. Sexual harassment can be a
serious problem, however a school without a curriculum
or textbooks effects nwre people and is even more of a
serious problem.— In order to keep from diluting
resourses, schools must focus on what is important.
Education is our focus. Certainly, I am against sexual
harassment, who isn't. But I will use what little time
we have, [g]oing what is nmst important for the
division, developing a good instructional program. Oh

by the way, I just received a letter frmm an interest
group stating that we also need a program of
anti—satanic ritual abuse in the schools." -

"Simply haven‘t as yet. I would [be] interested in
sample policies as you receive tham."

5. For the response - No time to develop - the two
responses ranged from: "Time", to . . .

"Have had no time to get it done - far too many other
'alligators to fight' these days."

6. For the response - Will not be tolerated - the two
responses said:

"I believe that it is clearly understood that we will
not tolerate sexual harassment. We have never had a
charge nmde against one of our amployees."

"So far, the term hasn't been brought up. Our employees
understand that professional behavior doesn‘t include
harassment of any type."

7. For the response - Fear of being misinterpreted - the
one response said:

"I preseneted a policy to our supt. approximately 8
years ago. He elected not to present it to the board

thinking it might be misinterpreted by the general
public. Incidentally, two ajoining_personnel officers

presented a policy to their supt. at the same time and
they were also rejected. I was also discouraged last
year."
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8. For the response - Employer/employee responsible —

"All people are considered equal and resp0nsible."

9. For the response - Handle problems administratively —

"Such problems would be handled administratively; minor
problems negotiated, major problems would be referred to

the legal system."










